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Chapter 331: Sacrificial tower 

 

Yan Ji Mainland, a vast mountain border area. 

"Huh!" A figure suddenly appeared here. 

The visitor wore a dark red battle armor that exuded powerful pressure and a black mask, revealing a 

pair of cold and domineering dark eyes, looking like a teenager. 

It is Wang Yi's human body. 

"This is where the treasures recorded on the hide map are located." 

Wang Yi looked down on the ground, and the power of the world quickly penetrated into the ground, 

covering tens of thousands of kilometers. He searched for a while in various ways, but found nothing. 

"The power of my world, the immortal divine power of Mo Yun Teng, including the detection 

equipment, have not found anything underground..." Wang Yi's face was slightly solemn, "According to 

the legend, even the universe venerable can't find the existence of the sacrificial tower. I just don't know 

if there is really a sacrificial tower underneath." 

"Go down and take a look." 

As soon as Wang Yi thought, he rushed directly into the ground. Although the rocky material of Yanji 

Continent was hard, it could not affect his speed in the slightest. 

Soon, Wang Yi rushed to the depths of hundreds of millions of kilometers underground. 

"call out!" 

For a moment, Wang Yi's figure stopped in the dark underground, and a behemoth standing in the mud 

and rocks suddenly appeared in front of him. Because the mud and rocks were hidden, Wang Yi could 

only see a few hundred meters away. 

This is a circular access door on an ancient huge building, but the access door is completely closed. Even 

if hundreds of millions of years have passed, the body of the sacrificial tower remains intact. 

"Sacrifice to the tower..." A smile appeared on Wang Yi's face. 

"The map is right, there is indeed a sacrificial tower here." 

There is a corpse lying flat on the rock in front. The corpse is about 2.6 meters high. The body is like 

jade. It has six arms and a bald head. The whole body is faintly exuding coercion. Decay, this is naturally 

an immortal god. 

Only immortal gods can be immortal for billions of years after their physical death. 

"There is a corpse." Wang Yi saw it at a glance, and his silhouette flashed to the side of the corpse to 

observe carefully. "It looks like Yan offering sacrifices to the aborigines of the mainland, and the 
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coercion is quite strong. This immortal corpse has a very high concentration of divine power, and it is a 

king-level." 

According to what Wang Yi had learned, when he fled, the sacrificial tower was managed by six powerful 

kings, each of whom kept a letter talisman. 

Next to the corpse, there is a crystal-clear and translucent stone densely covered with complex secret 

patterns in the shape of a triangle, which is a bit like emerald on the earth. 

"This is the letter talisman to enter the sacrificial tower." Wang Yi picked it up and started with a slight 

enthusiasm. 

The sacrificial talisman of the tower is integrated into the body after refining, and will automatically fall 

out after the owner's death. 

Only when you blend in with the spiritual imprint, you can recognize the Lord. Only if you have a letter 

talisman can you enter the sacrificial tower, otherwise you will not be able to enter. 

Wang Yi took a close look at this letter. There were mysterious patterns on it that were very similar to 

the Yanji patterns he saw in some ruins in the Yanji Continent. "Curious, this secret pattern contains the 

law of space and the law of fire..." 

Wang Yi controlled a trace of thought power to penetrate the letter talisman, immediately the spiritual 

imprint merged into it, and the letter talisman directly merged into the skin. 

Later, Wang Yi found five other corpses at the door, each of which was at the top of the ranks. 

And they died suddenly without any signs of intense fighting. 

And beside each corpse there is a letter. Some contain the law of space, the law of wood, and some 

contain the law of space, the law of water... Only one contains the law of time and the law of wind, 

thunder, and light. 

That adds up to six yuan. 

In addition to these letters, the weapons, armor and space rings of the six corpses were also taken away 

by Wang Yi. 

In total, there are also tens of billions of mixed-yuan units of wealth, which is not a small amount. 

Wang Yi sighed. When the four pinnacle races opened up the battlefield, the large group of universe 

venerable beings directly launched their soul attacks and swept the entire Yanji Continent. All life on the 

Yanji Continent was wiped out, and the six kings died instantly. 

According to the items found in those corpses, one of them was an order issued by the aboriginal 

peoples of the Yanji Mainland during their flight. Only when they brought tokens can they enter the 

sacrificial tower. Six talisman owners can enter the sacrificial tower at the same time from six directions. 

Ethnic treasure. 

It's a pity that the venerables swept too fast, and these six kings were affected before they could escape 

with the sacrificial tower, and they all fell here. 



Wang Yi walked to the access door of that huge building. The access door was already closed, but when 

Wang Yi reached out and touched the access door, the originally extremely hard material flowed slowly 

like a liquid. 

Wang Yi passed directly through this passage door as if passing through a stream of water. 

In the next moment, Wang Yi stood in a huge circular passage about one kilometer wide, behind him 

was the passageway. 

Wang Yi looked around. There were countless ancient carvings on the tall walls of the circular passage, 

exuding the atmosphere of laws. This sacrificial tower is very mysterious, and the whole contains 

mysterious powers, such as being unable to be discovered by the outside world, and the space inside 

the sacrificial tower is completely sealed off! 

This also made it impossible for some powerhouses to enter the core area of the sacrificial tower 

directly through teleportation, only relying on faith talisman to enter. 

Wang Yi walked peacefully on the circular corridor, which was about 1 kilometer wide and 3 kilometers 

high. 

It surrounds the entire inner and outer periphery of the sacrificial tower again and again. Although the 

height of the entire sacrificial tower is only tens of thousands of kilometers, the length of this circular 

passage is hundreds of thousands of kilometers. 

Circular passages, occasionally connecting halls. Some corpses, bone remains can be seen in every hall. 

The corpse without decay is immortal, while the remains of the bones are the masters. As for the 

domain masters and below the universe level, even the ashes that have already decomposed are 

reduced to nothingness. 

The tower is hidden at most, but it can't resist the soul attack! So the aboriginal people in the sacrificial 

tower all died. 

"The aboriginal people who survived that year are immortal. It seems that before the attack came, they 

left tokens in the sacrificial tower, and then directly transmitted the kingdom of God to the kingdom of 

Qiuchka, and then they escaped the disaster of extinction. "Wang Yi's eyes flashed. 

Stopped and looked around at the ancient carvings that were full of laws. 

"Unfortunately, they are closed because of the core area channel, even if the kingdom of God is 

transmitted back to the core area, they will not be able to get out of the core area." 

"After all, they can't even teleport out." Wang Yi sighed inwardly. "Without the letter, they would not be 

able to enter the treasure room in the core area, and would not be able to obtain the two most 

important treasures." 

If the immortals who survived didn't enter the kingdom of God in the core area, then they could easily 

get the letter charms of the six dead kings, and then open the treasure room to get inheritance and 

treasures. 

Unfortunately, there is no if! 



They can only stay in the kingdom of God for hundreds of millions of years, watching the treasures and 

inheritance of the ethnic group close in front of them, but they can't use them. 

Wang Yi looked at the deep passage, "Now that I have come in, the aborigines don't know if they have 

spotted me." 

Of course, because Wang Yi hasn't entered the core area yet, even if they find out, they can't do 

anything with Wang Yi. 

Wang Yi continued to search in the passage, but the treasures of the immortal corpses, including the 

corpses, were taken away by Wang Yi along the way. 

Add up to not a small number. 

The corpses of the immortal gods are also considered treasures. It turns out that the "king of Yechen" 

who came in first in history did not take away the corpses of the immortal gods, which made Wang Yi a 

little puzzled. 

And Wang Yi didn't intend to leave anything to the latecomers. Of course, he would take everything 

away. Even if he didn't use it, he could sell it, or leave it to the people of the earth, the clansmen, and 

the younger generations. 

Any landlord and immortal wealth can cultivate many people on earth. 

"tread!" 

"tread!" 

A clear sound of footsteps echoed in the empty and silent passage. 

For the first time, foreigners stepped into the silent and ancient sacrificial tower. 

"They are all living and living areas on the periphery." Wang Yi was not in a hurry, walking slowly in the 

circular passage, searching for the wealth left by the dead. 

Although he was walking, Wang Yi was still fast, and soon he came to the entrance of the core area of 

the entire altar. 

Compared with the huge wealth of Ji Tower, Wang Yi actually cared more about the precious secret 

pattern weapon "air-locking arm"! 

This is his main purpose for coming to worship the tower this time! 

At the entrance of the core area is a huge six-pointed star. The six corners of the six-pointed star are the 

six channels with a diameter of about ten meters. There are misty streamers in the channels. 

Palpitations. 

at the same time. 

The core control room of the entire altar tower. 

The three-dimensional virtual projection of the sacrificial tower is floating, through this projection, you 

can see the various areas of the sacrificial tower, when Wang Yi just entered the sacrificial tower. 



"Anomaly found!" 

"alarm!" 

"There is an alien invasion!" 

Sitting in the control room is a six-armed mechanical puppet made of alloy. This is a mechanical puppet 

cast in the shape of the natives of Yan Ji, and contains intelligent life. 

"Wow!" It immediately stood up and stepped directly into a curtain of water next to it. 

This water curtain is the space channel of the Kingdom of God. 

... 

On the other side, Wang Yi was still thinking. 

It was to directly send the servants of Fenghou to go in and open the channel in the core area. 

Still wait, use the sacrificial tower to seduce some alien kings to come in and then vote for him. 

Wang Yi thought for a while, and finally decided...Go straight! 

The Treasure Room of the Sacrifice Tower can only be opened by Yan Sacrificing the natives of the 

mainland and the Faith Talisman... But now the Faith Talisman is already in his hands, and the Void Zerg 

clone can be perfectly transformed into the body of the Faithful Sacrifice of the Aborigines of the 

Mainland, and it is absolutely possible to conceal it. 

In this case, what is he hesitating? 

Directly break in, grab the treasure and the most important "air-locking arm", and then use that 

powerful "space-blocking" method to massacre, wouldn't it be more straightforward? 

As for those aborigines who have been hiding in the core area of the Kingdom of God for hundreds of 

millions of years, want to stop them? 

A joke, I am afraid that a single body can easily sweep them all! 

Thinking of this, Wang Yi no longer hesitated, and released the clone of the Void Zerg that he had 

carried with him in advance along with the four soul servants of Fenghou Pinnacle. 

"call!" 

"I have seen the master of the master!" As soon as the four foreign princes who were controlled by the 

soul of the Zerg mother emperor came out, they saw Wang Yi, and even Qi Qi respectfully saluted them. 

... 

The core control room of the entire altar tower. 

At this moment, more than a dozen six-armed tall figures have gathered. 

These powerhouses... all have six arms, skin like jade, and bald heads. They are obviously the natives of 

the mainland. 



Every Yan Ji Clan exudes a powerful aura, at least it is a king! 

A total of twelve aboriginal people who made the king and powerful in Yanji! They hid in the kingdom of 

one of the tribesmen in time when the tribe encountered the disaster of extinction. At that time, they 

were immortal, and after a long time, they all grew into powerful kings! 

But at this moment, they all looked excited, staring at the screen with boiling aura. 

The six leaders of the team died outside the sacrificial tower because of the arrangement of the tribe. 

Without the six great faith talismans... none of them can unlock the treasures in the sacrificial tower, 

without the heritage or treasures left by the ethnic group, although there are countless ethnic people in 

God's country, it is difficult to cultivate the strong. 

For countless years, only the immortal tribesmen who were originally immortal became kings, but no 

new kings appeared, and it was very difficult to cultivate to immortality. 

The reason is the lack of ethnic heritage and resource treasures! 

Now that they see the dawn of the rise of the ethnic group again, how can they, who have been looking 

forward to it for countless years, not be excited? 

"Huh? Just an intruder?" A strong golden robe frowned. 

"He must have found the entrance of our sacrificial tower by luck." 

"What a lucky guy." 

"He must have obtained the Faithful. If we want to unlock the treasures of the race, we have to start 

with him." 

In the central control room, a group of strong aboriginal people in Yanji Mainland began to discuss. 

"It looks like it's a human being." A chubby leader standing next to the king ordered. "The target is 

completely virtual, and the breath is simulated." 

Suddenly, a figure that was completely the same height as the real height simulation, suspended in the 

control room. Under the breath simulation of the sacrificial tower, at least Wang Yi's breath was 

simulated by 10%. 

And the fattest one of the strongest surviving natives of the Yanji mainland squinted his eyes, and then 

whispered: "This invader human... should be a high level king, perhaps with special treasures, the 

fighting power is even stronger. Some." 

"High-ranking king?" 

"Is it the high-ranking king?" 

The expressions of the strong aboriginal people in other control rooms all loosened. 

Among the twelve surviving kings, there are clan elders "Qiu Chika", **** master "Pue", Latimer, 

Menbu, two kings pinnacles and two high kings. 

The remaining eight are also the first-class kings. 



"But this is just a breath simulation. We don't know the specific strength of this human being. We can't 

be too negligent." The fat and strong man is the clan elder "Qiu Chika", the strongest of the tribe, and 

the clan elder is responsible for leading. People of the tribe, the **** is responsible for the management 

of the tribe. 

This "third brother" is also the strongest among them, but he rarely manages things... the chief steward 

of this line is the strong golden robe instead. 

It was he who sent a group of immortal kingdoms to his kingdom under vigilance. In addition, there are 

some tribesmen in God's own country... Only in this way can Yan Ji mainland aborigines stay in this vein. 

His opinions can also be listened to by these tribesmen. 

"Yes, we can't be careless." 

"Everything is the best." 

"Brother, this human being is alone~www.mtlnovel.com~ Even if he gets all the charms, he still needs six 

people to hold the charms and pass through six passages together to enter the core area." A king said 

worriedly. . 

The others calmed down. 

That's right, even if there is only one human being now, they can't leave the core area to **** the letter. 

You have to wait for this human to come in to have a chance. 

"Well, wait, look, there are a few more people around the human being." 

Those strong aboriginal people were quickly attracted by the pictures on the screen. 

Next to the huge six-pointed star in the core area, there were suddenly a few more figures around the 

human in the dark red armor, which added up to exactly six people. 

"It seems that they are here prepared." The clan elder "Qiu Chika" narrowed his eyes. 

Chapter 332: Yan Sacrifice Mystic Vein Flow 

 

"The four of you refine this letter." 

The four foreign servants of Feng Hou Pinnacle took the letter talisman and began to refine, and the 

Void Zerg clone also pretended to take the letter talisman. 

The core control room of the sacrificial tower. 

"Completely virtualize these six goals and simulate their breath." Clan old "Qiu Chika" said solemnly. 

The simulation results will come out soon. 

"One pinnacle, one pinnacle, four pinnacles..." 
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"Qiu Chika" felt relieved, but fortunately, he was still within his psychological tolerance. If the opponent 

was Fengwang Pinnacle or high-level, it would be a big trouble, but now... 

He looked at the four Fenghou Pinnacles on the screen with hot eyes. 

"Faith!" 

As long as they obtain the Faith Talisman, they can enter the treasure room and the inheritance room. In 

fact, there is no need to fight for those alien kings. 

Even if those alien races get the letter talisman, they can't get in! 

Only the indigenous people of the mainland of Yanji can pass the inspection in the treasure room. 

"Let's go in." Wang Yi ordered. "If you go through those passages separately, you will pass through 

layers of obstacles, and then just embed the letter talisman there." 

"Yes." The four Fenghou Dingfeng were very respectful. 

Afterwards, the avatar of the Void Zerg clan, Wang Yi's human body, and the four servants of the 

marquis, respectively rushed in along a passage. 

A water curtain-like film appeared in the front passage. 

"rush." 

Wang Yi and the others didn't hesitate and rushed straight in. 

"puff." 

As soon as the water curtain rushed past, although there was resistance, they could not stop Wang Yi 

and their strength. 

puff! puff! puff! puff! puff! puff! 

Breaking through the water curtains in one breath, although one layer is stronger than the other, each 

of Wang Yi and the others are at least above the Fenghou pinnacle, and these obstacles are not a setting 

to prevent ordinary people from entering, generally Fenghou. Immortality can break in. Soon it came to 

the end of the passage with ease. 

There was a triangular stone cave on the wall at the end of the passage, which exactly matched the 

letter talisman Wang Yi had obtained before. 

The letter talisman appeared in the palms of the six people, and then it was lightly embedded in it. 

"Ding!" The letter talisman merged into it, and some of the secret patterns of the law in the entire 

passage began to gradually light up, and the space made a trembling sound. 

"Ding!" A similar vibration sounded from other channels. For a moment, the six channels trembled at 

the same time. 

The twelve immortal kings looked at this scene, and they were a little hard to contain their excitement. 

"Clan elder." 



"God Lord." 

They stared at the strong golden robe and the fat "Qiu Chika" in the crowd with piercing eyes. 

The golden robe powerhouse is the divine lord "Pue", and one of the two pinnacles of the kings in the 

clan. 

The golden robe strong man and the slightly fat old man looked at each other and nodded at the same 

time. 

"Everyone, after waiting for countless years, waiting for countless years, the chance of our ethnic 

group's recovery has finally come." Qiuchika's voice was low and excited, and the expressions of others 

were also very excited. 

"In this battle, Shadya and Kamuna stay in the kingdom of God, and the others will fight with me and the 

Lord!" 

"The primary goal is to enshrine the four aliens. As long as you kill one of them, get a letter, and refine, 

then we can master the intelligence of the entire sacrificial tower." 

This sacrificial tower is actually a survival base that can move and fly, just like the Starry Sky Fortress, it 

contains intelligence. 

The sacrificial tower intelligence will control the entire sacrificial tower. Different Yanji mainland 

residents have different permissions. Ordinary tribesmen, immortal tribesmen, tribes with faithful 

talisman... the authority is getting higher and higher. Previously, Qiuchka and the others were only able 

to monitor some low-privileged behaviors in the control room, because they did not have a letter and 

naturally did not have sufficient permissions. 

Only after Yan Sacrifice the aboriginal people of the mainland can merge the Faith Talisman will they be 

recognized by the entire Sacrifice Tower, and the Faith Fusion will be regarded as the leader and the 

true controller of the Sacrifice Tower! 

"Yes!" The eyes of the other kings were frantic. 

They have waited for this day for too long too long. 

Among the twelve enlisted kings present, in addition to the clan elder and the **** master who are the 

pinnacles of enshrining kings, there are also two enshrined kings, and the other eight are all elementary 

ranks. 

And because of the lack of the relationship between inheriting secrets and treasures, their strength is 

generally weaker than the outside world's powerful kings of the same level. 

"The human high-ranking king and the pinnacle-sealing king... I will be entangled with the gods Pue, 

Latimer, and Menbu together! Others are going to deal with the four princes, and they must kill one at 

the first time. Two, as long as you kill them, the letter talisman will drop..." said the clan elder "Qiu 

Chika". 

"We must find a way to get a letter, only in this way can we open the inheritance room and open the 

second treasure room." 



Other people's eyes sparkled as well. 

At the beginning of the three treasure rooms, there were very few treasures in the first treasure room, 

which belonged to the treasure room in the Ming Dynasty. You don't need a letter talisman, only a 

member of the clan can open it, and it has already been taken away. 

There are so many treasures in the second treasure room, it is a real treasure. 

The third treasure room has countless secret methods suitable for the body structure of the aborigines 

of the mainland. It is a true ethnic heritage. 

The "Yan Ji Aboriginals" powerhouses waited patiently, because they were determined in their hearts 

that these aliens would not be able to open the last two treasure rooms, and although the first treasure 

room could be opened, only empty treasure chests were left. In fact, there is nothing in it, even if it is 

obtained by an alien. 

"Let’s don’t take action, first look at those alien races. If they can kill each other in the first treasure 

room, then it would be best." The clan elder "Qiu Chika" still showed some fear, "Feng King Peak." "The 

breath of the Void Zerg clone is very cautious. 

But he didn't know if he could let these alien races kill each other, after all, it depends on luck. 

The others were quiet as they listened, staring at the projection screen tightly. 

... 

"Cockroach..." 

On the other side, the six channels all started to rotate at the same time with a tremor, slowly turning, 

gradually fitting into a smooth channel, and then stopping, the channel in front of it was completely 

unobstructed. 

This is the gateway to the core area. 

Six people passed through the passage and came to an empty hall. 

"We are together." Wang Yi and the Void Zerg looked at each other before saying. 

The six people turned into six streamers, rushing into the same passage like lightning. 

Seeing this scene, the many Yan Ji mainland natives in the core control room were a little disappointed. 

"Damn, these aliens are so cautious." 

If Wang Yi and the others were separated from the four princes, they might not be able to help but 

intercept those princes first and grab the letter talisman. After all, the letter is the most important. 

But now, their chances are much smaller. 

"What's the hurry, wait patiently!" clan elder "Qiu Chika" shouted in a low voice. 

Then he frowned and looked at the virtual projection. "This is troublesome. The corridor they chose is 

close to the second treasure room." Qiu Chika secretly said, "However, the second treasure room is 



sealed and hidden. They can't get in. , And the first treasure room is open now. When they can't find the 

entrance to the second treasure room, they will search for the first treasure room. Then..." 

The corridor inside the sacrificial tower is over 10,000 kilometers in diameter compared to the core 

area, while this deep and tortuous corridor is hundreds of thousands of kilometers and surrounds many 

areas of the core area. 

In the winding corridor, Wang Yi and six others kept flying and turning. 

While flying along the corridor, large cabins were found beside the corridor, but all the cabins were 

empty and empty. 

"It should have been taken away by the aborigines of Qiu Chika." 

"These aborigines must have found us now." Wang Yi's eyes flickered. 

"Look at the end, how many fish got hooked." 

There are also 12 kings in the Yanji Mainland natives, and he doesn't mind adding a few more task 

progresses. 

But of course the most important thing is to get the treasure. 

Both parties calculate separately. 

"You guys, secretly remove the seal of the letter and give it to me, so that no one will find it." Wang Yi 

suddenly transmitted a voice to the four immortal princes. 

Of course, he also had to prevent the strong natives of the Yanji Mainland from suddenly slaying out, 

killing these servants, and grabbing the letter talisman. 

If they are allowed to recognize the main priest tower, I am afraid it will be a lot of trouble. 

Along a gloomy internal passage, Wang Yi and the six powerful men walked quickly, and the more they 

walked, the more the passage became brighter, and soon afterward, they walked into a bright hall. 

"Stop!" Wang Yi said through voice transmission. 

The six stopped together. 

Seeing Wang Yi and the others stopped in the hall, the "Qiu Chika" and others in the core control room 

were also taken aback. 

"Do they know where the second treasure room is? No, it should be just a suspicion." Qiu Chika secretly 

said. 

"Search it to see if you find it." Wang Yi ordered again. 

"Yes." The four foreign slaves were searched carefully, and Wang Yi and the Void Zerg clones also used 

various methods to explore the surrounding area, and even used detection equipment... 

"not found." 

"not found." 



Wang Yi frowned and continued to look around. The hall was more than ten kilometers in diameter, but 

the walls of the hall were extremely smooth, except for some complicated sacrificial patterns. There was 

no hidden treasure. 

"Hmph, you aliens, even if you get to the treasure room, you don't want to find the treasure room." Qiu 

Chika couldn't help but sneered, "Even if you find the treasure room...you can't open the treasure room. 

" 

"They also want to find the treasure room, really dreaming." 

"Accordingly, this should be the second or third treasure room." Wang Yi's eyes were indifferent. 

"Boom!" He suddenly slammed a punch. The powerful force shattered the space and the space 

fragments flew, but even the planet could blow with a punch to the wall, but the secret pattern on it 

flickered slightly. The walls were intact. 

"Sure enough, you can't find the treasure room like this?" Wang Yi retracted his fist. 

"Those natives of the Yanji Mainland should hide in secret to watch our jokes." 

In the core control room, a powerful king next to Qiu Chika said, "Brother, have you found out? Humans 

seem to be the center of those people." 

"Yeah." Qiu Chika frowned slightly. 

If these aliens are united, then his plan of letting them fight each other in the nest will be difficult to 

realize. 

After thinking about it, Qiu Chika's eyes flashed with a cold light, and he made a decision. 

"In this case, let's take the initiative and act according to plan later!" 

"Yes!" 

The others were refreshed and murderous at the same time. 

... 

In the bright and spacious hall, Wang Yi looked around and said in his heart: 

"Sign in." 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and rewarding the inheritance of "Yan Ji. 

Sacrifice Secret Pattern Flow". 】 

[This reward is the highest reward for the current location, and you can no longer get any rewards here. 

】 

【Number of check-ins available for this place: 0】 

Subsequently, a huge amount of information was imprinted deep in Wang Yi's soul in an 

incomprehensible way. 

"The sacrificial pattern?" Wang Yi murmured. 



The most powerful and mysterious feature of the Yanji mainland clan is the "sacrifice secret pattern". 

This is a special way forward that the ancestors of the Yanji clan accidentally discovered and 

comprehend in a cosmic mystery. It is also the most suitable for the Yanji clan. The road, like the 

sacrificial tower he is in, is the most basic use of sacrificial patterns. 

There are countless sacrificial secret patterns in the sacrificial tower, which eventually form many 

abilities such as rejection exploration and space blockade. 

But this is a "real secret pattern", it must have a carrying object, it has a lot of limitations, and it can't be 

used effectively in combat. 

As a result, the ancestors of the Yanji tribe finally created stronger "virtual secret patterns". Every 

secret-weave weapon contained false secret patterns formed by complex structures. Once an energy 

source was provided, the false secret patterns could be scattered in the void. middle. 

The range of amplitude and dispersion is all the control range. 

And now, Wang Yi, who has completely mastered all the knowledge of the Yanji clan’s highest 

inheritance "Secret Pattern of Sacrifice", also has the ability to create secret pattern weapons. 

Of course, this is "theoretical knowledge". In fact, it is very difficult to successfully manufacture a real 

secret-weave weapon. Otherwise, there will be no less than a hundred secret-weave weapons in Yan Ji's 

family for countless years. Incomparable, comparable to the precious treasure of the Venerable. 

However, if the "Yan Sacrifice Secret Pattern" is effectively used, it will also be of great help to Wang Yi. 

"Since we can make a secret pattern weapon comparable to a heavy treasure, can we continue to study 

and create a secret pattern weapon comparable to the most precious treasure?" Wang Yi touched his 

chin. He now has the entire Yanji family in his mind that has studied the essence of the "sacrifice secret 

pattern", and can easily figure out many of these mysteries. 

"This sacrificial secret pattern, or Yan Sacrifice secret pattern, has a greater potential than I imagined. It 

looks a lot like Luo Feng's later "Secret Pattern School". 

Indeed, this is a special way forward that the ancestors of the Yan Ji clan discovered and comprehended 

by chance in a cosmic secret. 

Although it is suitable for Yan to sacrifice to the indigenous people of mainland China, it does not mean 

that Wang Yi cannot go. After all, he has accepted the complete knowledge 

inheritance~www.mtlnovel.com~ Maybe, I can spend more time on this in the future, maybe I can be 

like a mountain guest. The same, to be a super master craftsman? " 

When Wang Yi thought so, he was happy. 

However, it was just a matter of thinking about it. To be a master refiner, it takes countless thoughts. 

Wang Yi is not enough in cultivation, and he will not spend time doing this kind of thing for no reason. 

Just like Luo Feng, he worshipped Zuoshan Ke as his teacher, and he didn't see him go to learn 

craftsmanship either. 

The craft of refining also depends on talent. 



At this time, the ten powerful kings from the other two channels, "Yan Sacrifice to the Indigenous 

Peoples of Mainland China," had already rushed over in two murderous ways. 

However, Wang Yi and the others hadn't noticed it because the inside of the sacrificial tower rejected 

exploration. 

Chapter 333: Sorrowful aborigines 

 

There are a total of six passages connecting this bright and spacious hall, and the next moment. 

"boom!" 

"boom!" 

Ten figures rushed out of the passage with an astonishing aura. 

"There are enemies!" 

"careful!" 

Wang Yi and the others also instantly noticed the ten figures that suddenly appeared. 

"Yanji the natives of the mainland!" Wang Yi didn't understand why he saw that the powerful immortal 

**** with six arms had the same physical characteristics as the natives of the Yanji mainland. 

"Do it!" 

"Qiu Chika", "Pue", "Menbo", and "Latimer" killed Wang Yi and the Void Zerg clone as soon as they 

appeared, while the other eight primary immortal kings rushed towards the fourth with a murderous 

intent. The name is immortal. 

But because Wang Yi and the others were standing relatively close, it looked like ten strong men came 

to kill them together. 

In the core control room, the remaining two elementary seal kings "Shadya" and "Kamuna" stared at the 

virtual projection with nervous expressions, praying for their tribe to succeed. 

"Indigenous people! You are not dead yet!" Wang Yi pretended to be frightened and shocked, and 

rushed out with the clone of Void Zerg. 

And the four Fenghous, although they are far away from their opponents, they still follow behind them. 

The clan elder "Qiu Chika" saw it in his eyes and was secretly delighted in his heart, and sent a message 

to the others, "According to the plan, the four of us entangled the two kings, and the eight of you 

quickly solved the few princes!" 

"For safety, if you get a letter, leave immediately!" 

"Yes!" 

The eyes of the ten strong aboriginal people in Yanji are full of madness. 
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"boom!" 

The extremely powerful aura erupted from them, causing the entire hall space to fall into shock. 

"Burning Divine Body?" 

"Are they crazy?" 

The four pinnacles were all frightened. 

The battle for the immortality of the king was always cautious, but he didn't try his best when he came. 

In front of these Yan Ji, the indigenous people of the mainland all showed an aura of fearlessness and 

fear of death. 

But Wang Yi will not be shocked. 

Looking at the ten strong Yan Ji mainland natives rushing over, a cold light appeared in his dark and 

deep eyes. 

This is the time. 

"brush!" 

Covered in a purple-gold battle armor, more than three meters tall, a Void Zerg clone appeared at the 

forefront, with wings shaking behind it, facing the ten burning divine bodies that rushed over and killed 

the native inhabitants of the mainland. 

Those silver-white eyes without the slightest emotion looked at them coldly. 

"Om—" 

A powerful soul wave slapped them fiercely like a surging wave. 

Illusion! 

Soul abyss! 

Void Zerg Clone can only amplify body power, not soul power, so soul power can only reach 700,000 

times the peak world master! 

However, there is also 7 times the level of the normal peak of the king, coupled with the cohesion of 

Wang Yi's terrible will close to the venerable, suddenly launching a soul attack, at such a close range, 

caught off guard, in an instant, let the ten kings together Hit. 

"Boom..." The silent attack, the soul impact of this level is too strong, even the soul impact will shatter 

the surrounding space and create a series of dark cracks, and the Yan Ji in the hall is the first to bear the 

brunt. , Everyone felt their soul shocked. 

Even if Wang Yi's soul secret attainments were not deep, relying on the absolutely powerful soul power, 

it was shocked that ten strong natives of Yanji Mainland could not react. 

At this moment, Wang Yi's human body also moved. 



Driving the "power of the beast god", Wang Yi's human body suddenly exuded a fierce aura, and his 

body swelled in a circle. Red scales appeared on the surface of the body under the armor, his face also 

had red scales, and his eyes turned red. 

The power of the beast god! The secret method of "Magic Sound God General" and "Slave God 

Forbidden Code" amplitude secret method! 

"call out!" 

"call out!" 

"call out!" 

… 

Streams of light flew out from behind Wang Yi, and shot at the ten immortal kings like lightning. 

In an instant, the immortal bodies of ten kings couldn't move because they couldn't move, and they 

watched as their bodies were caught by the streamer. 

Be prepared long ago and apply "Fimo Venom" on the crystal sword in advance to make a difference. 

1 gram of "Fimo Venom" can make a pinnacle seal king fall! 

0.1 gram, you can kill a high-ranking king! 

But in fact, only two of the crystal swords are smeared with "Fermore Venom", and the maximum is 1 

gram. 

However, it will wear about 0.2 grams when penetrating the armor, so only about 0.8 grams actually 

enters the divine body. 

However, the bodies of the aborigines of Yanji Mainland are much taller than normal humans, and with 

the tyrannical divine body, they only lose less than 70% of the divine body. 

But the strength has also dropped to about one-tenth of the original! 

The stronger the divine body, the larger the size of the divine body, and the less corrosive power of 

Fermore's venom. 

If human beings are invincible, they may die if they drink a kilogram of Phymo's venom. 

But if it is like the limit of a king with a body shape of more than a hundred meters, even if you drink one 

kilogram of "Fimo Venom" directly, I am afraid that you will not die. 

When Wang Yi's human body attacked, the Void Zerg clone also appeared in the hands of war swords, 

and moved towards the clan elders "Qiu Chika" and the **** "Pue" who had been eroded by "Fimo 

Venom" and most of the divine bodies were greatly damaged. Rushing over, as for the other eight 

elementary kings, there are human body-controlling weapons to deal with them. 

"No!" Feeling the massive loss of the divine body in an instant, Qiu Chika was terrified. 



He didn't even think that he would meet such a terrible enemy when he led his tribe to fight in person 

with full expectations. 

The avatar of the Void Zerg clan was wearing a purple and gold armor, exuding the brutal aura of a wild 

beast, and rushing over, a sharp blade of light smashed down like a waterfall of thunder, smashing the 

divine lord "Pue" in two. 

"Chih...chh..." In the other direction, thin vines appeared quickly on Wang Yi's armor. The vines just 

appeared very slender, but the thin vines just extended out. Rapidly skyrocketing, and at the same time 

a large number of vines and vine leaves also grew. The extremely turbulent ones were like waves, 

directly rushing to the eight aborigines such as Fengwangchu. 

"Moyunteng" is a high-ranking king, with inherent toughness, strong regeneration ability, and vine 

toughness comparable to the immortal human beings at the pinnacle of the king, and with many vines, 

it is still effortless even to deal with eight junior kings at the same time. Instead, it forced the eight kings 

to be embarrassed. 

"Boom..." Mo Yunteng's body continued to swell, and the vines spread like a snake, filling the entire hall 

in an instant, and the space for Yan offering to the natives of the mainland was also compressed to the 

extreme. 

Thick vines entangled the bodies of the kings. 

Those kings attacked desperately, but they could destroy the vines that were comparable to the defense 

of the king’s peak. Those attacks fell on Moyunteng's body, not even the skin was broken. The high-

ranked Moyunteng dealt with ordinary primary seals. Wang, the repressive power is so terrifying. 

Soon the eight junior entrusted kings were submerged by the overwhelming sea of vines. 

"Chichichi..." The golden grass leaves that were completely entangled and strangulated compressed 

crazily. 

Compressing desperately, the bones, muscles, and bodies of those elementary kings shattered, and they 

were crushed directly in front of the golden vines like a meat grinder! 

Keep smashing and recovering! 

Moyunteng is only a high-ranking king. Although it can crush the bodies of these kings with its huge size 

and power, it cannot annihilate their divine bodies, causing them to be fundamentally blown. 

"Master, do you want me to burn the gods to kill them?" 

Mo Yun Teng asked, Mo Yun Teng's true body shape is millions of kilometers long, even if it only burns 

one-billionth of the gods, it has more divine power than all the human gods at Fengwang Peak! 

After all, normal human beings are generally less than two meters long! How much is the total divine 

power? 

This is the benefit of the huge divine body! Even if the divine body is burned, it takes a long time to burn 

cleanly! 



Unless it is a soul attack, it would be a joke for a king of the same level to kill Mo Yunteng! 

"No, Mo Yunteng, you continue to smash their divine bodies, I'll come." Wang Yi's eyes were indifferent, 

looking at the eight desperate kings, the corners of his mouth were drawn with cold smiles. 

On the other side, the situation of the two inhabitants of Yanji mainland who had fallen sharply at the 

pinnacle of the kings was even worse, because they were facing the avatars of the Void Zerg race that 

were extremely terrifying melee combat! 

"boom!" 

Cut it down with a single knife, the space burst, and the light of the sword containing infinite destructive 

power directly strangled the two of "Qiu Chika" and "Pue" to smash. 

"brush!" 

"brush!" 

The light of the knife splits continuously, flowing clouds and flowing water, with a perfectly coordinated 

taste, and the two peaks of the kings are like fish on the chopping board, allowing them to be 

slaughtered, and the divine body is shattered time and time again. 

"Ah!" Qiu Chika resisted frantically, but he found sadly that all his resistance was so weak, and the divine 

body was quickly annihilated. 

He has foreseen his death. 

But what made him unacceptable was because of his own failure, and the race might never have a 

chance to rise. 

"Sorry, my race, my race, forgive me..." 

"Martha, my love, I will accompany you to sleep forever in the quiet place..." 

With endless remorse, the divine body of the clan elder "Qiu Chika" who has struggled for his entire life 

is completely annihilated. 

Then the **** "Pue" also followed in his footsteps. 

And the other eight elementary seal kings were quickly wiped out. 

In the core control room, the only remaining two kings, "Shadya" and "Kamuna", saw this scene, and 

their livers and gallbladders were splitting. 

"Do not!" 

"Do not!" 

"Three brothers!" 

"God Lord!" 

"Door cloth!" 



But no matter how unwilling they were, they couldn't change the fact that their people were killed. 

"Why! Why is this happening!" 

The two kings roared out in pain, unable to accept this fact. 

The reality is very cruel. The strong aboriginal people in Yanji wanted to attack Wang Yi and the others 

to win the letter, but he did not expect that they had already been discovered by Wang Yi, let alone 

what kind of enemy he was facing! 

Everything, at the very beginning, was doomed to their tragic fate. 

And Wang Yi, as the executioner, certainly would not have the slightest sympathy. 

He recognized this cruel world very early, and when needed, he can be more ruthless than anyone. 

In the chaotic hall full of battle traces, Wang Yi took back the panel task of Mo Yunteng looking at him... 

[Kill the immortal **** of the king: 141000] 

Only one year after coming to the outer battlefield, fourteen kings fell in Wang Yi's hands. If they say 

anything, they will shake all parties! 

Feng Wang is not a Chinese cabbage. It took a long time before he lost one, but now he has double digits 

in Wang Yi's hands. 

Of course, Wang Yi will not be satisfied with the small achievements in this area. His goal is to "slash a 

thousand kings"! 

Because this battle also kept the virtual universe synchronized transmission, the military system actually 

gave him military rewards for killing ten kings! 

The aborigines of the Yanji Continent were originally wiped out after the four pinnacle races opened up 

the battlefield, and the aborigines who survived were originally remnants! It is the target of all parties' 

joint clearance! 

Although the human camp did not force it, there are rewards for killing them! 

Wang Yi won two pinnacle crowns, two crown crowns, and eight crown crowns. 

Moreover, they also got the treasures and trophies left by them, which is another piece of wealth! 

"Now, it's time to turn the clone of the Void Zerg into the Yan Ji Mainland natives to open the treasure 

room." Wang Yi was in a good mood. 

The avatar of the Void Zerg race originally had the ability to change. There were some debris in the 

residential area in the Sacrifice Tower, which were the bones of some of the strongest masters of the 

aboriginal people of the Yan Ji continent. 

With the help of that gene, directly imitating the genes of the aboriginal bones, it can be transformed 

into the appearance of the original owner. 



Why not use immortal corpses...Because the clone of the Void Zerg is not immortal, and there is still a 

huge difference in essence from the immortal gods. For the sake of safety, Wang Yi first chose the 

aboriginal change of the pinnacle of the landlord. 

"Secret of talent—simulation!" The Void Zerg clone changed into a tall, bald-headed, six-armed, tall Yan 

sacrificial tribe, and its aura changed in the same way. 

Even if "Qiu Chika" was resurrected, standing in front of the Void Zerg clone, no matter how you probed 

it, you would not be able to recognize that it was a result of a foreign race. 

In grief, the two aborigines of Yanji mainland who were still in the control room watching the video in 

the hall were shocked to see this scene. 

"what is this?" 

"How did he become like ours?" 

The two kings had a bad feeling in their hearts. 

"Does he think...no, it's impossible..." 

As if confirming their inner thoughts, the clones of the Void Zerg race who have completely turned into 

the Yan Ji mainland aborigines have two more letter talisman in their hands, because the letter talisman 

already contains Wang Yi's spiritual imprint, the three body and soul imprints are all It's the same, of 

course it is also to recognize the Lord, and the letter talisman is directly integrated into the body. 

However, it seems that for some reason, even if the clone of the Void Zerg race turns into a letter 

talisman and completely transforms into an aboriginal appearance, it cannot connect to the sacrificial 

tower and let it recognize the master. 

"Try it first. to see if you can open the treasure room." Wang Yi looked at the wall in front of him, still a 

little worried. 

After all, the sacrificial tower is intelligent, and everything is controlled by intelligence. 

Of course, intelligence also acts according to command procedures, which is rather rigid. As long as the 

conditions set by it are met, the treasure room can be opened. 

I saw the Void Zerg clone holding a letter talisman in each hand, which was printed on the door at the 

same time. 

Om...The secret pattern on the door of the treasure room gradually lit up, and countless streamers 

wrapped around the two letter symbols, one on the left and the right, countless streamers wrapped 

around them. 

Afterwards, under the gaze of the aborigines of Liangyanji's mainland, the sound of "chachacha..." 

sounded, and the whole door began to rise slowly. 

"It actually became." A smile appeared on Wang Yi's face. 

Chapter 334: Treasure in hand 
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   The door to the treasure room opened. 

   The treasure room is made of G-grade metal and covered with countless secret patterns. The room 

is 20 meters long, 20 meters wide, and 10 meters high. 

  At the same time, there are 12 iron locks on the metal ground, deadlocking the ancient treasure 

chest that has existed for hundreds of millions of years. 

   The two kings in the core control room watched Wang Yi walk into the treasure room, but they 

were unable to stop him, and they were extremely painful. 

   "Three brothers..." 

   "God Lord..." 

   At this time, they hated their weakness very much. They could only watch the death of their 

brothers who had spent countless years together day and night, and could only watch their enemies 

about to take away the treasures that were extremely important to their ethnic group but could not 

stop them. 

  Wang Yi looked at the treasure chest tied with 12 chains with secret patterns all over it. The iron 

chain was mixed with some special metal refining. It was extremely difficult for Venerable Universe to 

break the chain. 

   and the treasure chest is the same. 

   But... Wang Yi's gaze fell on the ground under the center of the treasure chest, and the corners of 

his mouth raised slightly. 

   Treasure chests and chains may be indestructible, but the ground is different. 

   Since Wang Yi successfully opened the door of the treasure room with the clone of the Void Zerg, 

he has a bottom in his heart, and he is not in a hurry to open the treasure chest here. 

   but moved away directly. 

   The tall and oppressive figure of the Void Zerg clone walked over and slowly pulled out the huge 

war knife behind him. 

   He is more than three meters tall, and the sword is longer than his body. 

   is also specially made, and it will not be destroyed even if it goes through the battle of the king 

level. 

"What does he want to do? Does he want to destroy the treasure chest or the iron chain? He is wishful 

thinking! Even if the venerable wants to destroy it, it is very difficult, let alone a small seal king!" 

Completely crazy. 

  They couldn't believe that this human being could actually destroy the treasure chest facility that 

even the venerable could not easily destroy. 



   The Void Zerg clone swelled up the whole body's strength, and there was a crackling electric spark 

from the body, and an extremely powerful breath slowly enveloped the treasure room like an endless 

sky. 

   A ray of light flashed in the eyes of the Void Zerg clone, holding the saber in both hands, and 

slammed it sharply against the floor. 

The silver war knife easily tore through the fragile cosmic space, and the space in the cabin was 

completely shattered to the extreme and turned into particles. "Boom..." This energy bombarded the 

floor of the treasure room, and there was chaos after the explosion. The secret pattern on the wall of 

the tower cabin was worshipped. Constantly flickering, madly suppressing these shocks and vibrations. 

   7 million times the power of the pinnacle world master, plus the power is completely concentrated 

on the front line, the power of this sword will exceed the limit of the king to explode. 

   After a slight vibration, gradually the space in the cabin was restored and the cabin gradually 

returned to calm again. 

   On the original floor, there was a bottomless gully more than ten meters long and one meter wide. 

   The two kings who saw this scene of Yan Ji mainland aborigines were silent. 

Although the protection of the ground is far inferior to the treasure chest, it is carefully manufactured 

and protected by sacrificial patterns. Even if the strongest king of Fengfeng explodes, it may be difficult 

to cause a trace of damage, but this human being can actually cause such a big crack with a single 

knife... It makes people feel a deep fear. 

   In this lifetime, can they still avenge their dead compatriots? 

   "Humph, sure enough, the ground protection is much weaker, and the materials are not so 

strong." Wang Yi smiled. 

"continue." 

   "Boom!" 

   "Boom!" 

   The avatar of the Void Zerg clan wields a war knife like a violent god, slashing the ground frantically 

with the same sword light, and every attack can easily tear a big crack in the ground. 

   Soon, the entire ground floor was stripped out as a whole. 

   "Huh!" Wang Yi's world power wrapped this whole piece of ground and sent the treasure chest 

into the world ring. 

   And "Shadya" and "Kamuna" in the control room can only close their eyes in pain. 

   is over, and the treasure room that their race has risen up has been taken away. 

   They can only hope now that Wang Yi doesn't know where the last inheritance room is. After all, 

this is the secret of their ethnic group, and it should be impossible for outsiders to know. 



   In fact, Wang Yi certainly knew, but the secret methods used to sacrifice to the natives of the 

mainland were of no value to him. Those secret methods were only suitable for the cultivation of the 

natives of the mainland in Yan to sacrifice to the mainland. Even if he took them away, it was useless. 

   And the three treasure houses, the first treasure house has the least treasures, and the treasures 

have been taken away long ago. 

   The second treasure house is the real treasure. It is a variety of precious treasures. Any king will be 

jealous, and it has fallen into Wang Yi's hands. 

The third treasure house is the inheritance room. It is the various secret methods that the Yanji tribe has 

accumulated over the years to fit the body structure of the indigenous people of the mainland. Of 

course, it is extremely important to the indigenous people of the mainland. It allows them to cultivate 

powerful descendants. But for Wang Yi, it is really useless. 

   Of course, Wang Yi can also do something extraordinary and take away the inheritance room, but 

for him, it doesn't make sense to do so. 

   "Let's go..." After thinking about it, Wang Yi left directly, went to the first treasure room, and took 

away the three empty treasure chests by the way. 

   Then, the six people left together. However, unconsciously or unconsciously, the two letter charms 

were left on the door of the second treasure room and were not taken away. 

   Shortly after Wang Yi left, "Shoo!" A streamer appeared at the door of the second treasure room, 

and took the two letter charms directly. 

   "I got the letter talisman." The six-armed bald-headed Yan sacrificed the mainland aborigines to 

the king almost weeping with joy, and his mood was extremely complicated. 

The    letter amulet is in hand, which means that you can get the secret method of the inheritance 

room, but the price is the sacrifice of their ten brothers, and it is almost foreseeable that there is no 

hope of revenge in the future. 

   When the clan old Qiu Chika and the **** Lord Pue died, these two only kings naturally became 

the highest leaders of their ethnic group, and he also felt the pressure of the group's survival on him as a 

leader. 

   "Third Brother, God Lord, my brothers...With the inheritance of the ethnic group, my ethnic group 

will be strong and will rise again!" 

   For the hundreds of millions of races in the universe... the secret cultivation techniques 

accumulated by countless strong people over countless years, unique to each race, are the most 

important foundation for the inheritance of the race. 

  With the inheritance of ethnic secrets...they have strong hope and the possibility of rising. 

  …… 

   Yan Ji Continent, a black flying saucer was flying fast, Wang Yi in the flying saucer control room 

looked back at the location of the sacrifice tower and shook his head. 



   "Huh!" 

   One side of the world ring is in the world. 

   Void Zerg clone appeared. 

   In front of him, there is a chain treasure chest connected to a large metal floor. 

   "The treasure of the sacrificial tower is finally here." Wang Yi smiled slightly. 

   The whole process, for him, was just a little turbulence. 

   After all, in front of absolute power, any conspiracy is a joke. 

The biggest reason for the failure of the   yan sacrifice to the mainland aborigines to entrust kings is 

because they are not strong enough. 

   "The treasure chest that protects the treasure alone is worth hundreds of millions of yuan." Wang 

Yi sighed. 

   The clone of the Void Zerg still maintained the form of Yan Ji to the natives of the mainland, and 

then took out a letter talisman. Although he left two in the tower and did not take it away, he still had 

four letter talisman on his body. 

   Then, the Void Zerg clone stretched out his hand and placed it on the treasure chest. 

   "Di!" The induction system in the treasure chest began to identify. 

   life breath... confirm! 

  Faith... Confirm! 

   The identification of the induction system is not so exaggerated. In fact, it only senses two 

different types, one is a symbol and the other is a breath of life! 

   Both pass. "Pop!" The original locked lid of the treasure chest was automatically released. 

   In the box, there are three world rings. The power of the world has swept away, and these three 

world ring specials are all masterless. 

   "I'm here." Wang Yi also had a glimmer of expectation in his eyes. 

   He picked up the three world rings and began to check them one by one. 

  The power of the world penetrated into the first world ring. 

   The world hidden in this ring is vast. There are many metal mountains, lakes formed by countless 

rare liquids, and E-class spaceships...the dense clusters are like countless locusts. All items are massive. 

   Even Wang Yi was surprised by the number. 

   Then, it was the second world ring and the third world ring to check. 

   "This should be a sacrifice to the aboriginal ethnic group in mainland China, one percent of the 

wealth of the entire ethnic group!" Wang Yi sighed. 



   There is a message in each of the world rings, which is written to sacrifice to the aborigines of the 

mainland, and they are all about treasures. 

   But Wang Yi, who was in front of him, didn't care, he cared about the last world ring. 

   This last world ring is a set of real secret-weave weapons. 

   This weapon is very small and exquisite, a bit similar to armguards, the main color of the material 

is black, and it has a vaguely starry feel. 

   "The arm that locks the air!" Wang Yi moved slightly in his heart. 

   Immediately a trace of world power penetrated into this armband-like secret-weave weapon. As 

soon as it penetrated, the "spiritual imprint" contained in the world power was automatically integrated 

into the armband. Secret-weave weapon armguards, instantly recognize the master. 

   At the same time, a piece of information was directly integrated into Wang Yi's consciousness. 

   This piece of information describes this secret-weave weapon in detail. 

   However, Wang Yi had already known the purpose and method of the "air-locking arm", the secret 

pattern weapon, and the main focus was on the air-locking arm itself. 

The energy source of the air-locking arm is best immortal divine power crystals. Do not use your own 

immortal divine power, because mystery-weave weapons are so powerful and consume astonishing 

energy, and this consumption is completely exhausted. If you use your own immortal divine power , It is 

tantamount to burning the immortal divine body, burning the soul, which is very worthless. 

   There are various immortal power crystals in the universe. The stronger the energy contained, the 

longer it can be used. 

   For example, "Vulcan Origin Crystal", "Thunder God Origin Crystal" and other highly immortal 

energy sources can be used. Because the Vulcan Origin Crystal, the Thunder God Origin Crystal, etc... are 

originally extremely high condensed crystals of immortal divine power, they can be used as energy 

sources, and they can also be directly detonated! 

  The range of the arm width of the air lock can be divided into three levels. 

  一, an area with a dispersion radius of 10,000 kilometers. 

   Two, an area with a dispersion radius of 100,000 kilometers. 

  三, an area with a radius of 1 million kilometers. 

  The larger the spreading area, the larger the energy consumption is, the more it will increase 

geometrically. 

   Wang Yi then used an advanced Vulcan source crystal worth 12 billion points to experiment. The 

smallest range of blockade would consume 13.2 million points of energy in one minute. 

   is to consume the entire wealth of an immortal in 1 minute. 



   And in the second gear with a range of one hundred thousand kilometers and one million 

kilometers, energy consumption will increase ten times, one hundred times! 

   is to maintain a space blockade within a range of 1 million kilometers, even if the Vulcan source 

crystal with 12 billion points can only last for less than 10 minutes, the energy will be exhausted! 

   This is equivalent to consuming all the wealth of a Feng Wang! 

   "Secret-weave weapons are powerful, but their consumption is also amazing." Wang Yi shook his 

head. 

   But for him, this is acceptable. 

   Next, Wang Yi began to count the two world rings as a whole and the treasures left behind by the 

aborigines of the mainland. 

The six leaders who died that year were named kings and the ten aboriginal people of the Yanji 

Mainland were named kings, but the former far surpassed the latter. After all, the latter had been hiding 

in the kingdom of God for so many years, and many treasures were obtained from the first treasure 

room. Yes, it's not rich. 

   It took about a week to finally confirm the approximate quotations of all items through the virtual 

universe network, through some friends in Hongmeng City, through stores in Hongmeng City, and 

through various channels. 

   The first world ring, although the most expensive is only for the owner of the world, but the 

number is huge, all of which are worth about 221 billion mixed yuan units. 

   The second world ring is a treasure used by the immortal gods. The number of treasures used by 

the immortal gods is much smaller, and it can be added up to be worth about 285 billion yuan. 

   The third world ring contains only one secret-weave weapon. This secret-weave weapon... can no 

longer be purchased with cash, and can only be exchanged for things and other precious treasures. The 

value is far more than the sum of the first two world rings. 

   There are also other spoils harvested by Wang Yi in the Yanji Continent, including the harvest in 

the Pagoda, which is worth about 65.7 billion mixed yuan units! 

   All are added up. 

   Not counting that secret-weave weapon, Wang Yi got 571.7 billion mixed yuan units this time! 

   This net worth ~www.mtlnovel.com~ has been comparable to the wealth of Fengwang Wudi. 

   "Haha..." Wang Yi smiled happily. 

   Whether it's the "Secret Weapon" or "The Inheritance of the Secret Weave of Yan Sacrifice", or 

these 571.7 billion mixed units and a large number of military exploits, he has a kind of joy in harvesting. 

   Next, Wang Yi began to process this batch of items through the channels of the Virtual Universe 

Company, preparing to sell all the useless items and exchange them for money. 



Stranglethorn Vale, where a desolate starry sky is, a tens of thousands of kilometers-long vine remains 

quietly floating in the void. Suddenly, "buzz..." a misty golden light enveloped the surroundings, causing 

the surrounding space to sway slightly. Ripples, and then a black long-haired boy wearing a dark red 

armor and a black mask, faintly exuding terrible coercion, walked out. 

   He glanced around and smiled. 

   "It's back again." 

   "The transmission of the Kingdom of God is really convenient. The next step is to teleport back to 

the barracks base and trade with people from the Virtual Universe Company. It won't take me any time 

to go back and forth." 

   This time, Wang Yi's three bodies all left the Yanji Continent, the human body returned to the 

barracks, while the Void Zerg clone and the Yanxing Giant Beast clone returned to the time realm to 

continue practicing, and then set off after being prepared. 

Chapter 335: Return to the barracks base! 

   When Wang Yi returned to the barracks base. 

   Virtual universe, Thunder Island. 

   The palace shrouded in the chaotic air current is where the Chaos City Lord is. 

   On the edge of the cliff, a figure in a golden robe was talking to a figure who was plunged into 

darkness. 

   The area where Chaos City Lord sits is endlessly peaceful, magnanimous, and peaceful! 

   And the area where the dark figure is located is endless darkness and evil, which makes the heart 

tremble. 

"Unexpectedly, Wang Yi's strength was so strong that he killed so many crowned kings in just one year 

on the outer battlefield, and among them was the strongest peak crowned king." City Lord Chaos sighed 

with a hint of surprise, which was comparable He had expected to be too strong. 

   "Even if Kedi was back then, the leader of the world would kill Fenghou, but it is still far inferior to 

Wang Yi at this time." 

The great being opposite him said in a low voice: "No matter how genius he is, he is just a world lord. 

Wang Yi must still hide something, otherwise, no matter how much his will and consciousness are 

against the sky, even if he has an emperor, even if his law perception reaches the 20th level... ...It is 

impossible to kill the Fengwang peak powerhouse so easily." 

"Um……" 

   Despite this, the two great beings also understand that people are selfish, and it is impossible to be 

completely impartial. 

  Wang Yi has some secrets that they don't want to say, they all understand. 
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   The long life commanded these super beings. It has long been known that those geniuses are 

generally unwilling to disclose them after they have received special inheritance and special treasures. 

  Everyone has selfishness...It is because of selfishness that they will try to strengthen themselves, 

protect their loved ones, and protect the ethnic group. These super beings also know... 

   This kind of thing cannot be forced to ask, otherwise it will only arouse the resentment of some 

geniuses. 

   The more genius he is, the more proud he is. 

The Lord of Chaos City frowned, "What I could not think of is that he actually has an "Emperor Armor". 

Although he came from the earth and has a deep relationship with that one, it is not surprising that he 

can use the Emperor Armor, but the emperor armour is even the Yan God clan. There are also extremely 

precious treasures, even if we haven't got one, how could it fall into Wang Yi's hands..." 

The dark figure said: "I don't know about this, but the shadow has already investigated... I can be sure 

that Wang Yi has no connection with that side. He should have gotten the "Imperial Armor" by some 

chance. " 

  The Shadow Monarch is the chief of the intelligence department of the Virtual Universe Company 

and the chief of the intelligence department of Hongmeng. He is the overlord-level existence of the 

universe. 

   is also his disciple. 

"The imperial armor use is too demanding for the body, and it is impossible for a realm master to bear 

it. Therefore, he uses the imperial armor to be his clone. His clone is a special life. With some amplitude 

secrets and various methods, he can indeed fully perform. Far beyond the strength of ordinary immortal 

gods... However, he can actually use the "Emperor Armor", even if he can barely perform part of it, this 

is really incredible!" The dark figure exclaimed. 

   The human race has long known about the existence of "Jiang Jia" and "Wang Jia", and has been 

spending a lot of effort on research, but the result is still nothing. 

   And the universe is fair. 

   Even armors with improved strength such as "General Armor" and "Wang Armor" have a great 

load on the body. For example, "Wang Jia" can only be worn by the body with ten thousand times the 

power of the realm master. Even Wang Yi has to practice the "Secret Code of Nine Tribulations", 

"Inheritance of the Purgatory God General", and the power of the beast **** to wear it. 

   Therefore, if there is no "Secret Code of Nine Tribulations" that is against the sky, the generals, 

kings, souls, etc., can't be used. 

   Therefore, both ancient and great beings can judge that Wang Yi must have a special chance! 

Moreover, this special occasion made him in some respects enough to violate the laws of the universe. 

And not be suppressed by the laws of the universe! 

   This is very rare! 



  Many peerless geniuses are unique because they get a encounter against the sky that ordinary 

people don't have! 

   Chaos City Lord nodded slightly. What he cared most was whether Wang Yi and the Yan Gods were 

involved, and then to the root of Wang Yi's strength. 

  The Lord of the Realm killed Feng Wang Pinfeng head-on, even if it was placed in the entire 

universe, it was extremely amazing! 

   What's more, how many years did Wang Yi practice? 

  Even if there is a treasure assist that speeds up time, that is a great thing! 

   In fact, it takes an amazing amount of energy to maintain the operation of time houses. The 

greater the proportion of time flow, the more expensive and difficult to maintain! However, the 

evolution of the universe has been extremely long, and fighting is the best way to temper, so few forces 

arrange for geniuses to bury their heads in some place. 

   Now, the stronger Wang Yi's potential and talents are, the more naturally the human race will 

value it. 

   It is now known that Wang Yi has two clones, one is the "flaming star behemoth" and the other is 

the special life "Void Zerg". 

   What is amazing is that every body has at least the power of the king's peak, even Wang Yi's 

human body is the same! 

   "My apprentice really accepted a good student, I am a little envious of him." City Lord Chaos had a 

smile in his eyes. "I am now looking forward to Wang Yi's future." 

   was so strong in the period of the world master! Let alone become immortal! Become the Lord! 

  The human race really has great expectations for Wang Yi, after all, he is the first genius in human 

history! 

   "Darkness, Wang Yi is on the battlefield outside the territory, I beg you." City Lord Chaos solemnly 

said, "Don't worry about things on the Universe Sea." 

   "I know." The dark figure nodded slightly. "Wang Yi has cultivated to the venerable one, it should 

be less than a million years. This time will pass by in a blink of an eye to me. It is nothing. It is the most 

important thing to make the group have a super strong." 

   "And... I'm not the only person in the outer battlefield." The dark tone is a little subtle, "Pang Bo is 

very worried about his apprentice, and has let his clone pass. His clone also has the power of the Lord of 

the ordinary universe." 

  Venerable Pangbo (the lord of the sky palace) is too low-key. Like the darkness, he almost lives in 

seclusion behind the human race, sitting in the abyss of purgatory for hundreds of millions of years, and 

hasn't done anything in the outside world. 

   So the outside world can't figure out his situation. 



  Who knows, his other clone is famous in the universe. 

   There are many cosmic hegemons in the human race, but because human beings are born with 

ordinary beings, most cosmic hegemons are of ordinary level. 

   Like the ancestor tree, the star infernal master, and the eclipse palace master, all three are 

extremely powerful universe overlords with very special circumstances and the ability to clone! 

normal circumstances-- 

   The number of top cosmic hegemons and cosmic lords in a force should be about the same. There 

are more than a dozen cosmic lords in the human race, but there are only three top cosmic hegemons. It 

is because of the weak foundation of human beings. 

   And as one of the oldest Venerables of the early humans, Pang Bo also had a clone and was very 

powerful. 

   And Venerable Pangbo’s main combat clone is the "Star Prison Demon Lord". 

   He himself sits in the abyss of purgatory without cultivating for hundreds of millions of years, while 

the clone is fighting and killing for the race in the outside world in the name of "Star Prison Demon 

Lord". 

  The Eclipse Palace Lord, the Star Prison Demon Lord is a member of the Virtual Universe Company. 

   As for the ancestor tree, he belongs to the giant axe fighting field. 

   As for the "darkness" of equal exchange and dialogue with the Lord of Chaos, it is one of the oldest 

peaks in the human race! But it is also an extremely low-key and secretive one! 

   He rarely intervenes in matters large and small of the human race, rarely shows up, and few even 

know his existence! 

but! "Lord of Darkness" has a great reputation in the universe! For the terrible master of the universe! 

   "If one more universe master can be born, it will be the blessing of my virtual universe, and also 

the blessing of my mankind." Chaos City Master exclaimed. 

   "Hope Wang Yi, don't let us down." 

   The Lord of the Universe, it’s not that good! 

   Even though Wang Yi has amazing talents and surprises in his fortunes, the great existence of the 

Chaos City Lord and the human race just thinks that Wang Yi has a great possibility of becoming the 

"Lord of the Universe"! 

   As for the "strongest man in the universe" above the Lord of the universe? 

   The human race is now only a "strongest man in the universe"! 

   Even the great existence such as Chaos City Lord hasn't become the strongest in the universe for so 

many years. 



   can't even think about it! 

  …… 

   When the Lord of Chaos City talked with the Lord of Darkness, Wang Yi had already returned to the 

base of the 026 Barracks. 

   Normally, it would take more than three months to fly from the Yanji continent to the shuttle 

point, then the universe travels through the dark universe, and then shuttles back to the original 

universe to the base of the 026 barracks. 

   But Wang Yi teleported and teleported through the kingdom of God, but he returned within a day. 

  The Kingdom of God teleportation is indeed the fastest and most convenient way to travel in the 

universe. 

   "Barracks base." 

   In the spacecraft, Wang Yi is looking at the barracks base. 

   UFO-shaped spacecraft is like a grain of sand, and the barracks base is like a huge planet. 

   "Drip!" 

   "Soldier Wang Yi, your spacecraft will be controlled by the barracks base from now on. Resistance 

is forbidden. If you resist, you will be attacked by the base and you will be at your own risk." 

  Hoo! The spacecraft was controlled to enter along one of the passages of the barracks base, and 

then flew along the circular corridor for a long time before entering a hall. 

  Wang Yi walked out of the spacecraft door, and then the spacecraft disappeared. 

   "Welcome, soldier." The human waiter in silver uniform greeted Wang Yi walking out of the hatch 

with a smile, "Do you choose to retire or rest in the base?" 

"rest." 

   "Please follow me." 

  …… 

   Both of them flew like two streamers, and the waiter introduced them to Wang Yi. 

Wang Yi has now completed the military merit quota requirements of the army. As a free soldier, he 

does not need to follow the deployment of the military system. He can choose when to fight and when 

to rest as he wants. He can choose to bring troops or not, and he can go alone outside the territory. 

battlefield. 

   However, it is rare for a person to wander into the outer battlefield alone, and it is usually done by 

the more powerful or withdrawn power. 

  The waiter led Wang Yi to an area tens of thousands of kilometers away, gave some details, and 

left. 



   Tens of thousands of kilometers ahead, there are mountains, rivers, woods, snow, deserts, etc. 

This is the first-class residence in the barracks base, just like living on the planet for vacation. For a 

barracks base with a diameter of millions of kilometers, it is easy to open up this space. 

  Wang Yi’s residence is in a lush ancient forest on a huge tree with ten people. There is a tree house 

villa there. 

   Within ten kilometers of the villa, from this moment on, it has belonged to him until he left the 

battlefield outside the territory. 

   "Soldier Wang Yi, this island is your private island. During your stay, no one else is allowed to enter 

the island." 

   "It's a great place." Wang Yi admired as he looked at the exquisite and beautiful forest house villa. 

   The scenery here is also very beautiful, which makes people feel refreshing. Wang Yi felt that the 

cold mood brought by the crazy fighting and killing in the Yanji Continent was also slightly relieved. 

The armor and moyun vine battle clothes on Wang Yi retreated and replaced them with casual clothes 

commonly found on the earth. He stepped on slippers on the natural path formed by the branches of 

the tree. The crown alone is hundreds of meters in diameter. The vines Entangled, colorful, like a small 

kingdom, at this time, if you don't look at the black mask on his face, it's just like an ordinary teenager. 

"Hey!" 

   A shout came from a distance. 

Wang Yi turned his head and looked at a giant tree in the distance. There was a beautiful young girl with 

short green hair and green secret patterns on her face. She was wearing a long green dress and was 

sitting barefoot on a giant tree branch. Looking at Wang Yi with a smile, although the distance is far, 

both sides are strong, so it is natural to see clearly, the green-haired girl is smiling and saying: "Hello, 

newcomer, my name is Chris, you are welcome Become my neighbor." 

   "My name is Heimian." Wang Yi also smiled. 

   "Black face?" The green-haired girl glanced at the mask on his face before she came to a sudden. 

   "Hei Mian, you are the king, right? I don't seem to have seen you before. Have you got a title?" 

   This free territory is for free soldiers to live in, but the residences are different, some are ordinary 

residences on land, some are slightly higher, and some are comfortable villas with a larger area. 

   It is like being able to monopolize an island, or monopolize a mountain or a forest area. These top-

notch dwellings are generally qualified to live in only with extremely high military merits, and they are 

generally at the king level. 

   "Well...I am indeed the king of entitlement. I just came here. As for the title..." Wang Yi paused, "I 

am on the side of Yanji Mainland, and I am called the king of insects." 

  Wang Yi doesn't care about the name or name, as long as it doesn't sound bad. 



   "It turns out that the king of insects is you!" Chris was a little surprised~www.mtlnovel.com~ 

What's wrong? " 

   Chris looked at him for a while, then laughed. "Haha, Black Face, you don't know yet, you are very 

famous recently in the Yanji Continent. It is said that someone in the Zerg camp is offering you a reward. 

I heard from the barracks base that many people in the Zerg camp are looking for you. You have to be 

careful." 

   "Oh, it's okay." Wang Yi was very calm. Isn't it the immortal Zerg mother emperor? It's not always 

certain who will get who. 

   His Void Zerg clone "Hunting King" has also been offered a reward by the Machine Race. 

   Speaking of it, the mechanical king's limit to the king should be resolved after returning this time. 

"It seems you are very confident. By the way, my title is "Moon King"." The green-haired girl blinked and 

smiled, "My hometown is Planet Augustus, have you heard of it?" When it comes to her hometown, she 

has a hint of pride in her expression. 

   "Oh." Wang Yi was stunned. No wonder she looked familiar. Isn't this the place where "Qianshui" 

and "Jianmo" came out. 

   But compared to the weak Qianshui, the short hair Chrissy in front of her is a little more brave. 

   "I came from a small star field in the Tiechen Universe Country." Wang Yi said according to the 

fictitious identity arranged by the Virtual Universe Company for him. 

   The two began to chat. 

Chapter 336: Dispatch 

   Now that he has decided to sell all of the harvest this time, Wang Yi first fully detected various 

objects and collected all the data through the detector, and then simulated it in the virtual universe. 

After   , I contacted the purchasing department of the Virtual Universe Company and sold them all! 

With Wang Yi’s current status, the person in charge of connecting with Wang Yi at the headquarters of 

the Virtual Universe Company did not dare to lower the price and showed sincerity. Therefore, in the 

end, the price was higher than Wang Yi's expectation, and he made a round number and sold a full 5800. 

100 million mixed yuan unit! 

   However, it is naturally impossible for the acquisition department of the virtual universe company 

to lose money. 

   With this confirmed transaction, the people from the Virtual Universe Company came to the tree 

house where Wang Yi was located the next day. 

   Three men wearing battle armor flew to the edge of the ancient tree. One of them was "King 

Immortal", and the other two were also immortal! 

   "Sir, please give me your goods." The seal king smiled modestly and politely. 
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   Before he left, he was told directly by the people at the headquarters above, knowing that the deal 

before him was not easy. 

   In fact, the leaders sent to receive the goods are all sealed kings, and the transaction volume of 

goods generally amounts to tens of hundreds of billions. 

   And the objects of the transaction are generally the strong among the kings, and even the 

venerable, who can't tolerate him to neglect. 

   "This is the cargo." Wang Yi handed over a space ring. 

   "Huh!" 

   A misty streamer shot into the space ring from the king's armguard, and just a moment later, a 

sound was made: "Confirmation of the goods." 

   "Sir, the transaction is successful, thank you for your support to our virtual universe company." 

Feng Wang Qiang leaned slightly, and then left with two entourages, never stepping into Wang Yi's 

private domain from beginning to end. 

  Because this is a private domain, there are regulations in the army that prohibit any other life from 

setting foot on the domain without Wang Yi's permission. 

   "Walk slowly, don't give it away." Wang Yi smiled. 

   Selling this batch of items, he will have a huge amount of money in the account, and his strength 

will also increase. 

   "Blackface, what's the matter, so happy?" The green short-haired girl "Chrissy" who wandered out 

from a distance joked curiously. "Have you encountered any good things?" 

   "Haha, I just made a little, I invite you to drink, should I go?" 

   "Oh? Then I'm not welcome." Chrissy didn't refuse either. 

  …… 

   "Haha... 580 billion yuan unit!" Wang Yi sat on the balcony of the small building of the manor in 

the original area of the virtual universe, and the cheerful laughter spread from far away, making the 

servants look curiously. 

In their view, His Royal Highness is still cultivating in Chaos City, but they don't know that His Royal 

Highness has already gone to the outer battlefield to fight and fight, and slaughtered hundreds of 

immortality, and just got a fortune comparable to the invincible wealth of the king. Huge wealth! 

  Wang Yi drank the wine in the glass in one sip, dropped the glass, walked back to the study, sat at 

the desk and turned on the laptop. 

   "Now, it's time to see what to buy." 



  Wang Yi is now a core member of the Primordial Zone of the Virtual Universe Company. He has a 

special status and higher status and authority than the general Primordial Zone owner. He is also a 

member of the Hongmeng, so he can learn about various items and treasures through many channels. 

   With a wealth of 580 billion yuan, it is stupid to put it on the books. Of course, he has to turn it into 

strength as soon as possible to make himself stronger. 

   "How should I use it?" 

   "My three bodies, only the Yanxing Giant Beast needs a lot of materials and treasures to practice 

"Yanxing Bian", but the price is too high, and there is no way to increase any strength..." 

   "Mo Yun Teng, the mother emperor of the Zerg, can be ignored." 

   Wang Yi thinks quickly. 

   Finally, Wang Yi decided to use 300 billion mixed yuan units to purchase 1 kg of "Fimo" venom. 

   Ordinary kings can be dealt with by Wang Yi himself, and "Fimo Venom" can increase the efficiency 

of killing kings pinnacle or the limit of kings. 

   and a large number of water **** source crystals specially used to supply "air-locking arms". 

   It costs 20 billion yuan unit-and the water **** source crystal is the most suitable energy for the 

air-locking arm. 

   spent 120 billion points to elevate Mo Yunteng from the high-ranking king to the pinnacle of the 

king. 

  The Moyunteng at the pinnacle level of the king, the body defense ability will be higher than the 

limit of the human king! 

   spent another 11 billion points to purchase an "evolutionary heart", integrated into the metal 

body, and then let the intelligent life "Bermuda" settle in, then... the intelligent life will be 100% 

integrated with the metal body. 

   And the intelligent life "Bermuda", which has followed Wang Yi since its birth, will also have the 

most precious body-the evolutionary body, and the clarity of the laws of the universe will also be 

soared, at least comparable to ordinary human powers. 

   And as the practice progresses, the body will continue to strengthen, and the flexibility and 

toughness of the body will be perfect, just like a real body. 

   Now that the conditions are in place, Wang Yi certainly doesn't mind helping the "Bermuda" who 

has always been with him like his children realize a new life. 

   then spent about 60 billion mixed yuan units to purchase 2 of the strongest Vulcan source crystals 

(nearly 30 billion mixed yuan units each). Each one is equivalent to 10 times the power of Fengwang 

Peak's self-destruction! Even there is a certain probability that the limit of the king will fall! 

  Finally, all the remaining money will be used by Yan Xing Behemoth to purchase the material 

treasures for the second level of "Yan Star Transformation", which is enough for Yan Xing Behemoth to 



successfully cultivate the second level! At that time, the Yanxing Giant Beast can increase its body shape 

by a thousand times through the special secret and talented secrets of "Blank Star Transformation"! 

   However, the overall strength has not improved much, just more resistant. 

   So far, the huge wealth of 580 billion harvested this time has almost been exhausted! 

  …… 

  026 Barracks Base. 

   "Chrissy." 

"Black-faced." 

   Wang Yi, wearing a dark red battle armor and a black mask on his face, was holding wine glasses 

and drinking with a green-haired girl in an emerald battle suit. 

   "Black Face, how long will you stay here this time?" Kris asked. 

   "I will leave the barracks soon and return to Yan to sacrifice to the mainland." Wang Yi said. 

"Yan Ji Continent?" Chrissy twisted the hair hanging from her ears, with a touch of charm, and smiled: 

"You have already become a king. There is nothing to mess with in places like Yan Ji Continent. Go to the 

Star Tower with me? This time I invite a few friends who have known each other for many years to go to 

the Star Tower together. The Star Tower is where we should go." 

   There are several most dangerous places in the seventh battlefield. Among these terrifying and 

dangerous places, the closest to the base of the 026 barracks is the Star Tower. 

   "Oh?" Wang Yi was distracted when he heard it, and after thinking about it, he shook his head. "I 

still have something to do in the Yanji Continent. I can't go with you this time. Next time, I'll be together 

next time." 

  Yan sacrifices to the mainland, although there are not many strong kings, but there are many 

ordinary immortal gods. 

   He wants to improve the first two progress of the hunting mission first, and then go to the Star 

Tower. 

   "Well, please contact me if you want to go in the future." Chrissy said, "There are very few kings 

who really belong to our human beings on the battlefield outside the seventh domain. I will introduce 

you some friends later." 

  The friends Chrissy talked about are naturally all kings. 

   "That's good." Wang Yi smiled and nodded. 

   Although this restaurant is large, some other ordinary immortal gods and immortal gods are 

consciously far away from this area, because in this area are the kings who talk and chat. 

   Wang Yi's sixth day at the barracks base. 



   "Huh!" 

   Three silhouettes of lightning flew above the mountains and lakes, and soon flew to the edge of 

Wang Yi's private domain. 

   "You are finally here." Wang Yi walked out of the simple and exquisite tree house building. 

"Sir, here are the goods you ordered, all of them are here." The head of the three figures is an immortal 

god, who respectfully handed out a world ring, "This world ring is also given as a gift Sir." 

   A world ring flew directly to Wang Yi, and then hovered in front of Wang Yi. 

"Um." 

   After sending away the delivery staff of the Virtual Universe Company, Wang Yi held the world 

ring, and the power of the world went in, and soon a smile appeared on his face. 

This time, Wang Yi consumed 580 billion Yuan Yuan units in exchange for 1 kilogram of "Fermore 

Venom", 20 billion Yuan Yuan units of Water God Crystal (he also has 3 Vulcan Yuan crystals that add up 

to 36 billion Yuan) and The 2 strongest source crystals of the **** of fire, the treasure resource that 

allows Moyunteng to transform from the king's high level to the top level of the king, and provide the 

"evolution heart" of the intelligent life "Bermuda" around him, and finally let the behemoth of the flame 

star The massive amount of materials for the cultivation of the second layer of "Yan Xing Bian"... 

   But Wang Yi still has some military merits and points that have not been exchanged. 

   "Everything is ready, now it's time to set off to the Yanji Mainland." Wang Yi whispered. 

the next day. 

  Wang Yi bid farewell to the friends he had just met, and left the barracks base in a spacecraft. 

   "Moyun, teleport from the kingdom of God." Wang Yi ordered. 

   The pocket-sized Mo Yun Teng next to    began to light up, faintly rippling with a strong aura of 

law, emitting a dazzling golden light, and the misty light enveloped the surroundings and also enveloped 

Wang Yi. 

   Buzz! 

   Luo Wangyi, shrouded in light, vaguely saw a golden mountain in the distance. 

  The teleportation of the Kingdom of God is a bit similar to teleporting over long distances! 

   However, this kind of teleportation is not a teleportation after comprehending the laws of the 

universe and understanding the laws of space. 

   is a special ability contained in the "kingdom of God" itself. This is a kind of ability that the kingdom 

of God has naturally possessed since its birth. 

  咻! 



   Wang Yi and Mo Yunteng instantly followed this beam space channel and entered the kingdom of 

God. 

  Yan sacrificed to the depths of a desolate desert underground on the edge of the continent, the 

space rippled and the golden light lit up. 

   Wang Yi appeared out of thin air in a dark red armor. 

   "I'm back, Yan sacrifices to the mainland." 

   When Wang Yi thought, his figure disappeared immediately. The next moment, he traversed 

thousands of kilometers of soil and appeared in the desert. 

   Teleport! 

   At the same time, a tall purple-gold human figure and a huge figure that obscured the sky as if the 

sun was rising appeared on the desert. 

   Void Zerg clones and Yanxing Giant Beast clones! 

   "This time, I want to kill as much as I want." Wang Yi had killing intent in his eyes. 

   "King Zhanchen, take you first! Don't you want to offer me a reward, want to kill me, then I'll give 

you a chance." 

  …… 

   "Huh!" A black metal spacecraft that looked like a bat flew across the sky. 

  In the spacecraft, there are a powerful man from the mechanical clan camp and several immortal 

gods from his team. 

   "Huh? What is this?" Suddenly he found that the detection instrument had an unfamiliar target. 

   "The strength of the detected aura is...King!?" This alien was taken aback. 

   "Who is it? Which camp is it from?" Fenghou, the alien race, held his breath, nervous. 

   At the same time, he also saw the picture transmitted back by the detection instrument. 

   "This is...The Hunter King!?" 

   About 100 million kilometers away, the shielding function of the detection instrument has been 

turned off, and the clone of the Void Zerg, which only retains the detection function, stood on a peak 

and glanced at the direction of the alien spacecraft. 

   "A little guy, you are lucky." 

   Inside the spacecraft, the alien Fenghou became excited. 

   During this period, the news that the 20 million Yulan units of the "Zhanchen King" offered a 

reward for the "Hunting King" has spread throughout the camp. 



   "I actually found the King of Hunting here, how lucky is my luck?" The alien Fenghou also couldn't 

believe it, but he still contacted "King Zhanchen" as soon as possible. 

   "Hurry up, hurry up, I hope the Hunter King will not go too fast, hey, this communication is a bit 

slow..." 

   The universe is huge, and information exchange is the most difficult problem. 

   Even among the many peak races, humans and machine races can communicate information 

anywhere in the universe, and the "virtual world" of the machine race generally covers a star area! 

   The entire machine clan territory, they have hundreds of star regions, and each star region is a 

separate virtual world. 

   Once outside of the machine race, although other parts of the universe can also communicate, it is 

only "long-distance conversation and communication" is very simple. 

  Only humans! 

Human beings have a "virtual universe", a magical existence. The virtual universe can simulate any law 

of the universe or even the law of fusion. The virtual universe can be everywhere, and even another 

universe, the "initial universe", is in the virtual universe. Within the control range. 

   By virtue of the virtual universe, the power of human beings can be effectively united together, 

and it is not surprising that they dominate one side of the universe and become the pinnacle race. 

   At the same time, Mangyan offered sacrifices to the mainland. On a towering giant mountain that 

stood out like a sword, there was a silver-white pyramid palace emitting endless light. 

   Wearing a black armor and exuding a strong dark atmosphere, "King Zhanchen" walked alone in 

the towering and tall palace. 

   "It's been so many days, and there is no news about the "Hunting King"." 

  "Zhanchen King" clenched his fists~www.mtlnovel.com~ Could it be that the Hunter King was 

seriously injured? Have you left the outer battlefield, or left the Yan Ji continent? "The King Zhan Chen 

had to guess like that. 

   He has made an appointment with several super powers of the same camp, as long as he finds the 

trace of the "hunting king", he will kill them together. 

   But now the "Hunter King" has no news as if the world has evaporated, and even the allies of the 

same camp have not noticed at all, making him feel a little worried. 

  At this moment, "King Zhanchen" suddenly became aware. 

   "Beep! Beep!" 

   "Master, there is an invitation for a call, and an email also arrives at the same time. The call and 

the email have the same number and are sent from the same object from the military system." The 

intelligent system sent a reminder. 



   "Pick up!" King Zhan Chen said immediately. 

   "Pop!" A misty light beam bet on the top of King Zhanchen, turning into a virtual projection. On the 

screen, an alien with a lean body slightly curved like a hunchback, with beetle-like wings, and eyes 

similar to the compound eyes of a dragonfly appeared. 

   He hurriedly said: "My lord, I found the "Hunting King", the strong man in the human camp, and 

the coordinates are at..." The content of the email next to it is the same. 

   "Found it?" King Zhan Chen's eyes were bright. "Very well, I will set off right away. Once confirmed, 

I will give you the bounty." 

Chapter 337: Hunter and prey 

   After hanging up the communication, "Zhanchen King" continued to contact another strong player 

in the same camp. 

   "Giant Spirit King." 

   "King Zhanchen, what do you want me to do?" A deep and deep voice sounded like thunder in the 

palace. 

   "Giant Spirit King, you are the strong man in our camp who will teleport in the Yanji Continent." 

King Zhan Chen is more polite to this "Giant Spirit King". "I want to ask you to help me later..." 

   "If it's only like this, then it's okay." The Giant Spirit King graciously agreed. 

   "Haha, thank the Giant Spirit King, then." King Zhanchen said, "After the matter is finished, I 

promise that you will be paid in full as agreed." 

  Although King Zhanchen is the limit of the king, he mainly cultivates the law of time and does not 

teleport in space. 

   Then, King Zhanchen began to contact his helpers again. 

   You need to know how difficult it is to kill an immortal king. Generally, there is hope for serious 

injuries, but it is very difficult to kill, so King Zhanchen must prepare in advance. 

   After getting in touch with the helpers one by one, King Zhan Chen hung up the communication 

and walked out of the hall one step at a time, looking at the sky with a sneer. 

   "The Hunter King, you must fall this time!" 

  …… 

   "My lord, haven't you come here yet?" The alien immortal, who was staying in the Void Zerg clone 

hundreds of millions of kilometers away, was a little restless. 

   "Quickly, I will be there soon, is the position of the Hunter King not moved?" 

   "The Hunter King is still there, but you better come quickly, sir, otherwise I can't guarantee that 

the Hunter King will not leave." 
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   Wang Zhanchen narrowed his eyes and contacted his helpers. 

   "Savage Spear King, haven't you come yet?" 

   "King Zhanchen, I and King Chenxu, King Dragon's Breath has just left the Star Tower and has 

arrived at the scheduled location. You can ask someone to come and pick us up." 

   From the Star Tower to the Yanji Continent, it would take at least half a year if you took a 

spaceship, so these powerful people gathered in one place through the Kingdom of God teleportation, 

and then let the "Giant Spirit King" pick them up. 

   The helpers invited by King Zhanchen who are willing to deal with the "God Hunting King" are 

powerful, but they do not have a teleport proficient in the laws of space, so they had to ask the "Giant 

Spirit King" for help. 

   "Huh!" 

   Soon, several figures appeared outside the palace. 

   "King Zhanchen, we have already come." 

"Savage Spear King, Chenxu King, Dragon Breath King." King Zhanchen stepped outside the palace, 

greeted a few familiar experts, and then looked at the burly and strong man on the hill, "Thank you, 

Giant Spirit King. , Then please send us to this location again." 

   "No problem." The giant spirit king urn said with anger. It would be good if these sealed kings 

could kill a hundred or so sealed princes in Yanji Continent in a thousand years. The price given by King 

Zhanchen is very generous, and it is not a fight, but only takes a few people to teleport. It takes a 

moment, and the Giant Spirit King is of course happy. 

   But supposing it is to ask allies to help as thugs and fight life and death, the price is high, and the 

other party may not be happy. 

   King Zhanchen also felt a little regretful in his heart, "Unfortunately, this giant spirit king is too 

timid, and he is not willing to invite him to deal with the hunting king. As expected, he is a famous and 

careful guy." 

"King Zhanchen, if you pull us over this time, you should have found the location of the Hunter King?" 

The one who was speaking was a savage-like sturdy man with scattered hair and a stature of more than 

five meters with both arms. Abnormally stout, almost hanging down to the knees, and behind him is a 

crimson spear. The blood-red **** pattern on the gun body is faintly engraved, and the gun tip is faintly 

surrounded by sparks, and the light scent makes the space distorted. . 

   His voice is very rough, he is only talking normally, but it feels as shocking as thunder. 

   This is the "Savage Spear King", and the same as the "Zhanchen King", it is the powerhouse of the 

machine clan's ultimate limit. 

   In addition to "Savage Gun King", there is a swollen body like a ball, with two heads, an ugly blue-

skinned brawny, and a translucent figure, a weird and evil figure looming in the mist. 



  They are the other two powerful kings named Chenxu King and Dragon Breath King specially invited 

by King Zhanchen. 

  Like Yan Ji Continent, there are hardly any ultimate powerhouses. Only in the "Star Tower", one of 

the most dangerous areas of the entire extraterritorial battlefield, gathered the ultimate powerhouses 

of all races. 

   Like "King of War Chen", he had to rush to the "Star Tower", but the death of his junior brother 

allowed him to stay. 

   "Yes, I will bother you all this time." King Zhan Chen smiled. 

   This time, the King of War Chen specially spent the commission of each 2 billion Yulan unit and the 

wealth of the "God of Hunting King" after his death was distributed at the cost of the contribution in the 

battle, and only then invited three powerhouses such as the Barbaric Spear King. 

   They had already discussed the detailed plan for dealing with the "God Hunting King" and the 

distribution of the loot before, so there is no need to waste time to continue the discussion at this time. 

   "Everyone, after a while, let's leave now." Zhan Chen said kingly. 

   "Yeah." The other three strong men who were invited over also had no objection. 

   They glanced at each other, but secretly transmitted the sound. 

   "Savage Spear King, what do you think?" 

"Hmph, if the Hunter King really loses his strength as King Zhanchen said, then we can easily kill them all 

together. If King Zhanchen's words are wrong, we also have reason to refuse to take action. It's not a 

disadvantage to get 2 billion Yulan units." 

   "Well, that's it." 

   "King Zhanchen is actually willing to spend such a large price to deal with the King of Hunting, it 

seems that there is a lot of hatred between them." 

   There is no fool as a king. 

   They will also assess the situation and make their own judgments based on the situation. 

   Then, the Giant Spirit King used a teleport and immediately teleported to the mountains hundreds 

of millions of kilometers away from the Yanji Continent with the four powerhouses. 

   "Whoo!" 

   The Giant Spirit King took Zhanchen King and the four powerful people who appeared in the place 

where the alien was entrusted for millions of kilometers instantly, and he was shocked by the alien 

entrustment. 

   However, through the military system, he immediately confirmed the identities of King Zhanchen 

and others, and he was relieved. 

   "My lord, the Hunter King is ahead." Feng Hou Immortal said cautiously. 



   "Yeah." Through the detection equipment, King Zhan Chen immediately saw the "God Hunting 

King" standing alone on the top of the mountain as if looking at the scenery, and his eyes narrowed. 

"Sure enough, the King of Hunting!" 

   Through the detection equipment, he can clearly detect the image and breath of the Hunter King. 

   "The hunting **** king is rumored to be Feng Wang's peak strength, but his current aura is only 

about touching Feng Wang high..." King Zhan Chen was certain. "It seems that he was seriously injured 

in the explosion of the Vulcan Origin Crystal." 

   The "God Hunting King" who sealed the peak of the king is difficult to deal with. 

   But with their lineup this time, Fengwang Gaoda has a great chance to kill as long as it is arranged 

in advance. 

   But King Zhanchen didn't even know that the clone of Void Zerg could simulate the aura of 

disguise. 

   But he also had a hint of doubt in his heart, "The Hunter King is so easy to find, his detection 

equipment is too low-end, or deliberately lure others to come?" 

   "Follow him, this time we have a strong lineup, even if he has any arrangements, it's useless." 

   "Your bounty of 20 million Yulan units will be credited soon." King Zhanchen said to the alien 

prince, then hung up the communication and faced the "Giant Spirit King". 

   "Giant Spirit King, do as we said before." 

"good." 

   When the five King Zhanchen appeared 100 million kilometers away, the super-large detector on 

the Void Zerg species suddenly spotted them. 

   "Five!" 

   Void Zerg clone's silver-white eyes lit up. 

"One is King Zhanchen, the other is Giant Spirit King... There are three others who don't know each 

other, but they seem to be very strong, at least they are also the pinnacle of kings." Wang Yi had 

investigated the news of the kings of Yanji Continent earlier, but " "Barbarian Spear King" and they were 

on the "Star Tower", very strange, and he couldn't recognize them. 

   He saw the Giant Spirit King lead the Zhan Chen King, and quickly teleported in eight directions, 

leaving a pedestal spacecraft in eight directions within a range of 100 million kilometers... 

   "Mechanical tribe's means?" Wang Yi secretly smiled. "Unfortunately, you didn't know I had a 

clone." 

  Wang Yi's clone of the Void Zerg is here, but the human body and the body of the Yanxing giant 

beast are far away. 



   The mechanical clan mainly deals with internal enemies, but for the outside, it is not so powerful 

and can be easily disturbed. 

   But King Zhanchen thought that not many people in the entire Yanji Continent could destroy his 

arrangement from outside, let alone come here just at this time. 

   "I have arranged the'Eight Fang Extinction' within 100 million kilometers in diameter." King 

Zhanchen was full of confidence. "The Hunting God King can't escape anymore, let him know how good 

we are in a while!" 

   "Om..." In the next moment, countless misty rays of light shrouded hundreds of millions of 

kilometers, spreading the surrounding mountains, penetrating the endless earth tens of millions of 

kilometers deep, and enveloping vast lakes... Everything is under control. 

   And the Void Zerg clone on the mountain peak was also shrouded in it. 

   "In the Bafang Extinction, even if the king is the limit, it is difficult to escape." King Zhanchen stood 

outside the huge cage of the mask space, confidently said. 

   "It's amazing." The Gun King and so on exclaimed. 

Any member of the mechanical tribe can be regarded as a "mechanical master", and any one can easily 

create a huge mechanical empire. Of course, as the strength becomes higher and the perception 

becomes higher and higher, the machinery produced becomes more terrifying. . 

   This "Eight Fangs Extinction" was cast by a master of the mechanical clan of the venerable 

universe. It can be extremely powerful with the rule characteristics and combat style of King Zhanchen. 

   It is very expensive to use it only once, so King Zhanchen rarely uses it. 

   This time, in order to avenge his junior brother, he killed the "Hunting King" at any cost. 

   "Although my Bafang extinction is terrible, in order to prevent the Hunter King from burning the 

immortal divine body desperately or having other means, I will have to take a few shots next." King Zhan 

Chen said. 

   "No problem." Savage Spear King, Chenxu King, and Dragon Breath King said together. 

   They also discovered that the "God of Hunting King" aura was not enough to seal the peak of the 

king, of course they would not back down at this time. 

  Chenxu king said: "I'm here to perform a space blockade." 

   "Wow——" His immortal power spread out, and suddenly oscillated slightly, as if countless 

immortal power threads formed a spider web, completely locking the range of about 100 million 

kilometers that would produce spatial fluctuations. 

   "Hey, the mechanical weapons of this mechanical race are really ingenious. In this space, I feel that 

spatial fluctuations are affected." The Void Zerg clone raised its head and looked at the rotating light 

shield above it, a little surprised. 



   However, it is not an easy task to maintain such a powerful energy space within a range of 

hundreds of millions of kilometers. 

   "There is still room for blockade." Wang Yi smiled, "It seems that King Zhanchen is very worried 

about my escape, but it is not certain who will escape later." 

   Wang Yi is not in a hurry to use the space blockade of the "air-locking arm", and use it at that 

critical moment. 

   "The Hunter King! I see where you are going to escape!" A loud shout came from a distance 

through the immortal power, "This is the place where you fell today!" 

   Void Zerg clone looked up and saw three streams of light flying from a distance quickly, flapping its 

wings and flying into the sky, making a sound. 

   "King Zhanchen! You said too early, maybe it is you who fell today!" 

   "God of Hunting, you are too mad and ignorant!" 

   "The arrogant and arrogant guy, who is about to fall and still has such a big tone, it is pitiful!" 

The majestic ones who rushed over were naturally the three powerful kings, King Chenxu, and Dragon 

Breath. Although the Giant Spirit King had not left yet, he just stayed outside to watch the show, and 

stayed outside "Zhan Chen" "Wang" is manipulating "Extinction in All directions." 

   "Three strong!" A cold light flashed in Wang Yi's eyes. "Looking at the strength of the breath, it 

should be the limit of one king and the peak of two kings!" 

   At the speed of the powerful king, crossing a distance of 100 million kilometers is just a matter of 

blinking an eye. 

   Outside the boundless mask, suspended in the shining pyramid spacecraft in the sky, King 

Zhanchen said in a cold voice: "All directions are extinct, maximum energy output, start!" 

   "The ultimate attack plan for the Bafang Extinction, start!" 

   "Goal, kill the King of Hunting!" 

   "Om!" 

   The light mask covering a range of 100 million kilometers suddenly shook, and the naked eye was 

constantly shrinking, while the energy fluctuations were constantly rising. 

  At the same time, the bases of the spacecraft distributed in eight directions also began to perform 

maximum energy output, emitting a palpable energy response. 

   When the energy mask is reduced to a range of 10 million kilometers. 

   "Boom!" 

   "Boom!" 

   "Boom!" 



  …… 

   Eight huge **** of light flew from the base of the spacecraft at the same 

time~www.mtlnovel.com~ and flew in the direction of Wang Yi. 

   Where the sphere of light passed, the cosmic space directly crushed and exploded, rolling out a 

long gully. 

   Wang Yi also felt that amazing energy fluctuations, every ball of light is probably comparable to the 

combined force of a million Zerg army! Enough to make the pinnacle seal king seriously injured or even 

fall! 

   Add up to eight, which is even more terrifying. 

   Of course, within tens of millions of kilometers, Wang Yi still has the possibility to dodge. 

   "The Hunter King, go to hell!" But at this moment, the three experts, including the Barbarian Spear 

King, who were already prepared, started. 

   "Dragon Breath King" is good at soul attacks, so immediately, a huge soul power rushed towards 

Wang Yi. 

  While "King Chenxu" was more adept at space blockade, he was manipulating a thought-power 

weapon like a chain. The chain was astonishing in length, with hundreds of thousands of chains. They 

entangled Wang Yi and all the spaces were sealed. 

   The strongest Savage Spear King is the most straightforward, raising the scarlet gun behind his 

back, roaring, and throwing it at Wang Yi. 

   The scarlet gun instantly turned into a **** lightning, tearing the space apart, and flew towards 

Wang Yi at an astonishing speed, faintly locking onto Wang Yi's body. 

   That kind of terrifying and sharp aura directly overwhelmed the momentum of other attacks for a 

while. 

   The siege of the four powerhouses! 

Chapter 338: The terrible hunter king 

   And when the "King Zhanchen" and the others attacked, Wang Yi, who was still in the sky, also 

moved at the same time. 

  At that moment, there seemed to be a purple lightning in the sky. 

   The eight huge **** of light originally locked on the Void Zerg also suddenly lost their target, 

becoming hesitant. 

   Then, "Boom" they all exploded in the void. 

   It seems that millions of stars are welcoming the end at the same time, and the dazzling golden 

brilliance covers millions of kilometers. The core area is melted into a torrent of particles by 
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unimaginable high temperature, and the tide spreads and radiates, and the space continues to collapse 

and destroy everything. 

   But the clone of the Void Zerg was not affected at all, and confronted the three kings such as the 

"Savage Spear King". 

   "Ang~~" 

   The body was distorted like smoke, and the unreal "Dragon Breath King" plunged into a big mouth. 

The mouth opened, making an invisible sound of contemplation. 

   Like a dragon roaring and a tiger roaring, the rolling sound waves instantly blasted onto the avatar 

of the Void Zerg in the form of a soul. 

   The "Imperial Armor" on the clone of the Void Zerg will be completely obstructed by the Emperor 

Armor if the material attack is less than 1 million times the power of the realm master, and the soul 

attack will be completely obstructed by the Emperor Armor if the soul attack is below the limit of the 

king. 

   If you exceed this limit, it will also block more than 90%! 

   This is the terrifying power of "Emperor Armor"! 

   Although "Dragon Breath King" is strong, if the soul attack does not burn the divine body, the 

defense of "Imperial Armor" cannot be broken at all. 

   Void Zerg clones faced the soul sound wave. Under the shocking gaze of "Dragon Breath King", if 

nothing happened, the ghostly trajectory and speed were not affected at all. 

"How is it possible! Even if the king's limit is attacked by my "Soul Demon Yin" attack, he will still be 

affected a little! Why is he doing nothing?" Seeing that his own high hope trick is useless, "Long Breath 

King "Some can't believe it. 

"Dragon Breath King" is the soul master of Fengwang Pinnacle. The reason why Fengwang Pinnacle Soul 

Master can be compared with the "Fengwang Limit" powerhouse is because most powerful people are 

not good at soul secrets, which leads to their soul defense. Weak, that's why they cast their terrible 

reputation. 

   If the opponent is not affected by the soul attack, then the strength of the Fengwang Peak Soul 

Master is not as good as the ordinary Fengwang Peak. 

   The avatar of the Void Zerg rushed over like lightning, and the sword slashed out strongly, the 

bright blade light lit up, and a big gap in cosmic space appeared directly where the blade light hit! 

Directly clashed hard with the majestic **** guns that broke through the air. 

   "Dare to pick up my sharp spear!" The Barbarian Spear King was surprised at first, and then 

showed a sneer. "The strength has been weakened to the high level of the king, is your brain silly?" 

   Savage Spear King, but condensed his whole body strength, the power reached the limit of the 

king! 



   Even if there is no burning supernatural power, he can easily smash Feng Wang Gao. 

   "Boom!" 

  The war knife and the sharp gun collide instantly! 

   The surrounding space is completely shattered! 

   But the concerned Barbarian Spear King, Zhan Chen King and others were shocked. 

"what!?" 

   The tall purple-gold figure was not repelled by the surprisingly powerful Scarlet Gun. 

   The blade flashes! 

   tear the space! 

   "Peng!" The space debris oscillated and distorted, and the strong shock wave instantly spread tens 

of thousands of kilometers. 

   The Scarlet Gun was chopped off by unmatched power, turned into a streamer, and flew out 

hundreds of thousands of kilometers away in an instant. 

"He burned the divine body!? No, I didn't feel any traces of burning the divine body!" The Brutal Gun 

King stretched out his hand, and the **** sharp gun in the distance appeared in his hand instantly, but 

he didn't care. Instead, he looked at the chain blockade. The "God of Hunting King" who came and went 

freely, quickly approaching, his face sank. 

   "King Zhanchen! You lied to us! He was not injured at all!" The Barbarian Spear King shouted out 

loudly. "And I suspect that his strength is not even the pinnacle of the king, your intelligence is simply 

wrong!" 

   A prosperous Feng Wang Pinnacle and a wounded Wang Wang Pinnacle are two concepts. 

   "Savage Gun King" felt that he was being deceived, so naturally he was very angry. 

   The "King Zhanchen" outside the mask of "Bafang Extinction" also saw the scene just now and 

gritted his teeth. "Three, I admit that I made a mistake, but now that the Hunter King has been trapped 

here, you don't want to come here in vain? In this case, we continue to besiege... To apologize, I don't 

want the spoils this time. You divide it!" 

   King Zhanchen is very decisive! 

"good!" 

   "In that case, let's continue!" 

  Many Spear King and other three conquered kings are the words of King Zhanchen. 

   If they don't pay enough for their shots, they really won't be able to stay and continue to smash 

the "Hunting King" who is not easy to provoke. 



  Zhanchen King looked at the Hunter King on the screen coldly, "The Hunter King, you must die here 

today." Continue to control the powerful mechanical weapons to deal with the Hunter King. 

"Boom!" A fifteen-meter-high, dark mechanical puppet burst out from the base of each spacecraft. 

Weapons such as swords, guns, swords and axes are different. The secret patterns on the body are filled 

with a powerful atmosphere, and the strength alone is comparable to each one. Fengwang Pinnacle, this 

is King Zhanchen's killer, and the wealth consumed by driving once is that he is very distressed. 

   If it weren't for the "King of Hunting God" with the intent to kill, "King Zhanchen" would not send 

out this "Iori Puppet"! 

   "Iori puppet, come on, kill the target!" 

   On the other side, the avatar of the Void Zerg was evasive and disillusioned, flickering among the 

many criss-cross chains, brush! Appearing directly in front of the "king of Chenxu", the sword directly 

turned into a dazzling light, beautiful and intoxicating, and slashed towards the "king of Chenxu". 

"What kind of speed is this!" King Chenxu's face was solemn. He was originally good at "space blockade" 

and "entanglement" and "siege" the enemy, but he did not expect that the "God of Hunting King" was so 

terrifying that he could not stop him at all. Live, and that speed is faster than the general king limit! 

   "Wow!" A golden long whip appeared in King Chenxu's hand, and flexibly wrapped around the 

"Hunting King". 

   "The Hunter King!" In the other direction, the Barbarian Spear King quickly rushed over. 

  唰! Huh! Huh! More than a dozen phantoms appeared one after another, with fierce twists and 

turns, and the clone of the Void Zerg came to the other side of the Chenxu King. 

   "So fast!" King Chenxu was also a little flustered. 

  The opponents he met have never had such a weird and fast physical form. 

   "King of Chenxu" is actually similar to a spiritual teacher, "King of Dragon's Breath" is equivalent to 

an illusionist, and the King of Barbarians is a warrior style! 

   Three-way match, the strength skyrocketed. 

   "King Zhanchen" chose these three as helpers after careful consideration, plus his "eight-way 

extinction" siege, which is the limit of the king, and there is a chance to besiege! 

   It is a pity that what they never expected was that when they met Wang Yi this freak, on the 

surface, he was the peak of the king, but in fact his strength far exceeded the limit of the king. 

   The silver eyes under the armor of the avatar of the Void Zerg who flashed to the exposure of the 

empty door of the "Chenxu King" flashed coldly. 

   "Want to kill me?" Chen Xu Wang yelled coldly, wow! Numerous vines broke out of his body, and 

when they were extended, they quickly expanded and enlarged. The vines with uneven surfaces like 

gray rock and skin rushed in all directions like sea water. 



   "Iwakakuto!" 

"This is the elementary plant life that I cultivated through my endless efforts and a lot of wealth! The 

characteristic is that it has a super defense, which is comparable to the powerhouse of the peak of the 

king. Even if the limit of the king is the limit, it is difficult to break through it at once. Defense line!" Chen 

Xu Wang said inwardly. 

   Auxiliary plant life is very rare for ordinary immortality. It is only partly owned by Fenghouzhong. It 

is very common for Fengwang to have auxiliary plant life, but it is generally only to cultivate the 

immortal army master pinnacle and Fenghou primary level. 

   But the king of Chenxu possesses the ‘Rock Kakuteng’, which is the primary level of the king. 

   With his space blockade ability, weapons are entangled, and he can generally save his life if he 

can't beat him. 

   Under the sudden outbreak of the elementary plant life at such a close distance, the speed is 

extremely fast. If the "hunting king" does not want to be trapped, it must retreat, or it will be 

surrounded by many vines accidentally. 

   The other three powerhouses, including eight puppets, have already rushed over. 

   "Haha, Chenxu Wang did a good job!" 

   "Let's go too!" 

   The others are refreshed! 

But the avatar of the Void Zerg doesn’t care about the gray vines entwined around the sky, the blood-

colored saber in his hand directly turned into a fuzzy stream of light, and the dazzling blood-colored 

rainbow light hung across the sky, directly splitting the tide of vines, making the space. They were all 

shattered by the shock. 

   The sword light cast off the momentum, and after smashing the defenses of those vines, the 

terrifying power was still overwhelmingly smashed on the "king of Chenxu". 

   The fierce sword light is invincible, directly smashing the "king of Chenxu" divine body. 

   And the "Fimo Venom" solidified on the knife body was applied instantly, and it began to crazily 

erode the **** body cells of the "King Chenxu". 

   Femore venom, 1 gram is worth 300 million yuan unit. 

   has a strong corrosive power. This potion is specially configured to corrode the "immortal body", 

generally 10 grams can corrode and kill the ultimate powerhouse. 

  Feng Wang Dianfeng, generally 1 gram is enough, if the **** body is smaller, 1 gram is not needed. 

   And when the ray of the sword shattered the divine body of "King Chenxu", more than 1 gram of 

"Fimo Venom" had crazily poured into the body of "king Chenxu". 



   "My divine body is so easily shattered by his sword, what power is that?" The Chenxu King was still 

in shock. 

  He is the pinnacle of the king, and his divine body is extremely tough. Even at the limit of the king, 

he can leave scars on his body, but it is not that simple to smash his divine body. 

   Then, a look of horror appeared on his face. 

"Do not……" 

   The next moment, the "king of Chenxu" **** body collapsed and annihilated! 

  The peak of the king of the mechanical clan, the “king of Chenxu” who has been on the battlefield 

outside the domain for many years, has fallen! 

"what!" 

"died?" 

   "The King Chenxu is dead?" 

   "How did Feng Wang Pinfeng be killed in an instant?" 

   The Barbarian Spear King who had rushed closer, the Dragon Breath King farther away, the 

"Zhanchen King" in the distance, and the "Giant Spirit King" watching the show were all shocked. 

Under normal circumstances, only those with the ultimate power of the king can easily kill the 

elementary class of the king, and the high class of the king...It is very difficult to easily kill such a 

powerful person, unless it is a powerful person who is proficient in soul attacks. . 

  The peak of the king, even the limit of the king must be burned with divine power to kill! 

   But just now, they saw with their own eyes that the terrifying and beautiful light of the knife struck 

the body of the "Chenxu King" on their side, and the Chenxu King was wiped out, completely 

annihilated. This is the pinnacle of the king in a complete state, even if the "Savage Spear King" admits 

to himself, it is impossible to kill the "King Chenxu" with a single stab. 

   Killing a "Shenxu King" may have to burn more than 5% of his own immortal power. The Barbaric 

Spear King is the limit of the king, and recovery is probably more difficult than the peak of the king! 

That's why he has never killed a pinnacle of kings alone in an extraterritorial battlefield! 

   let alone, it's just a knife! The king of Chenxu has fallen! 

   The battlefield fell into a strange silence for an instant! 

   Savage Spear King and Dragon Breath King were shocked, and both stopped. The Iori puppet was 

controlled by King Zhanchen and stopped. 

   But the "Void Zerg Clone" will not stop moving because of their stop. 

"brush!" 

   The Void Zerg clone traversed a ghostly trajectory and rushed towards the "Dragon Breath King". 



   "Long Breath King" was taken aback. 

  "The King of Chenxu" was killed, and the "space blockade" that relied on immortal divine power as 

the medium was also lifted. Without space restrictions, the Void Zerg clone's lethality was even 

stronger. 

   "Time is paused!" Seeing that he couldn't avoid it, the Dragon Breath King could only perform his 

life-saving tricks while calling for help from his allies. "Savage Spear King, save me!" 

   "Kill!" The Barbarian Spear King hesitated, but still shot, throwing a **** sharp spear, trying to 

save his companion first. 

"brush!" 

"brush!" 

"brush!" 

   The avatar of the Void Zerg race drew a beautiful and dreamy arc in the void, evading the time 

pause of the Dragon's Breath King, and appeared ghostly beside the Dragon's Breath King. 

   a knife! 

  The horrible light of the sword reappears, beautiful dreamy, beautiful and intoxicating, but full of 

death. 

   "Ah!" The Dragon Breath King was terrified, but the figure was still smashed by the knife, and the 

divine body was instantly annihilated. 

   Seeing this scene, the Gun King's heart trembled, and he turned and ran without hesitation. 

If he can block the "Hunting King"'s sword and body skills, maybe he is not so scared, but he has just 

confirmed that the "Hunting King"'s sword method is very terrifying, and his body skills are even more 

weird. No confidence can stop it. 

   "How could the Hunter King have such a terrifying power, killing the Dragon Breath King and the 

Chenxu King with a single knife, must be borrowed by some means! That knife has a problem!" 

   Although he guessed so in his heart, he didn't dare to stay. 

   But outside the mask that covers a radius of tens of thousands of kilometers, in the pyramid 

spacecraft, the expression of King Zhanchen is also very ugly. 

   "The Hunter King, the Hunter King is so terrible!" 

   "Even the Chenxu King and the Dragon Breath King are dead!" 

   "What monster did I provoke!" 

  Zhanchen King was also frightened~www.mtlnovel.com~ He guessed that the Hunting God King 

should have used his hole cards to kill the Chenxu King and Dragon Breath King so easily. 



   But the "God Hunting King"'s own strength is also very terrifying, depending on the power and 

speed, it definitely reaches the limit of the king! 

   What’s worse is that in the data, the Hunter King is proficient in teleporting, and he provokes a 

super powerhouse who will teleport in an extraterritorial battlefield, and I don’t know when it will 

suddenly be killed. The "King of War Chen" is also a little bit chilly. 

   He doesn't teleport in space, and he is caught by the "Hunter King", I am afraid that the possibility 

of his fall is very high! 

   "Escape!" 

   King Zhanchen had already avenged his younger brother in disregard, and there is still a chance to 

avenge his younger brother, but if he died here, he can only wait for the great existence of the ethnic 

group to resurrect him. 

   "Giant Spirit King, you help me..." King Zhan Chen wanted to ask the "Giant Spirit King" of the same 

camp to take him away from here. 

The "Giant Spirit King" was also stunned by the terrifying strength of the "Hunting God King". He had 

always been in his heart, and had already felt the mind to leave. At this moment, when he heard the 

words of "Zhanchen King", his eyes rolled, that Gu Ya's face There was a honest smile on his face. 

   "Okay, 5 billion Yulan units." 

   "..." King Zhanchen wanted to curse. 

   But since Wang Yi has decided to take action, how willing to give them a chance to escape. 

Chapter 339: 1 net catch 

   King Zhanchen didn't expect the Giant Spirit King of the same camp to take advantage of the fire at 

this time. 

  Looking at that honest and big face, he had the urge to punch him. 

   "Giant Spirit King, don't go too far, just ask you to help teleport once, you actually want me to 5 

billion blue units?" King Zhan Chen was angrily. 

   5 billion Yulan units, equivalent to 2.5 billion mixed yuan units of human beings! 

  Generally, you won’t be able to earn so much for ten thousand years in an extraterritorial 

battlefield! 

   The Giant Spirit King smiled honestly: "King Zhanchen, everyone is friendship, business is business, 

you can send it without me..." 

   "Okay!" Seeing that the terrifying "God Hunting King" was about to catch up with the escaped 

"Savage Spear King", King Zhan Chen had a bad premonition. Although he felt sorry for the 5 billion 

Yulan units, he gritted his teeth and agreed. 

   "Transfer first." The Giant Spirit King smiled. 
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   King Zhanchen never thought this big man was so hateful. 

   And the Giant Spirit King is not afraid to offend King Zhanchen. He is from a powerful ethnic group. 

The ethnic group does not depend on the Machine Race, and the territory is thousands of miles away 

from the Machine Race. He is not afraid of offending at all. 

   can't do it in the same camp on the outer battlefield, he is not afraid that King Zhanchen will deal 

with him. 

   After leaving the outer battlefield and returning to his own turf, he is even more unafraid. 

"Ding." 

   5 billion Yulan units are available. 

   King Zhanchen looked at the mask. At this time, the dead dao friend was not dead. The mechanical 

weapons that made it difficult to break through the limit of the king were very precious, and King 

Zhanchen was reluctant to throw it away. 

   "All units, start the escape plan!" 

"brush!" 

   Suddenly the white mask covering a radius of tens of thousands of kilometers dissipated, and the 

eight black mechanical puppets quickly rushed to the base of the spacecraft, preparing to escape in all 

directions. 

  The Hunting King can also teleport. He doesn't have time to take these mechanical facilities back, 

so he can only let them escape by themselves. 

   "King Zhanchen!" The Barbaric Spear King, who found that his flying speed was far slower than that 

of the "God of Hunting", saw King Zhanchen who had invited him to leave, and roared. 

   He is so angry, "Long Breath King" and "Chenxu King" came to die this time. Although they did not 

have friendship with each other, they were also companions. 

   And the **** "Zhan Chen Wang" actually wanted to escape alone. 

   "King Zhanchen" looked at him coldly, "Savage Spear King, please ask for more blessings." 

   This "King of Hunting God" is so terrible, King Zhanchen didn't dare to stay. 

   left here, even left the battlefield outside the territory, first hide. 

   This is the idea of King Zhanchen. 

   And this time. 

   Void Zerg clan clones looked in their direction coldly, there was a large-scale Venerable detection 

instrument, and the two "Zhanchen Kings" had no secrets in his eyes. 

   "The arm that locks the air!" 

"start up!" 



   The invisible void sacrificial secret pattern began to rippling in hundreds of millions of kilometers of 

space, like an invisible water surface ripple, but the fluctuation of the entire space was completely 

statically sealed under the influence of these secret patterns, and the space was completely sealed. 

   "It's a space blockade!" The Barbarian Spear King who was fleeing and the "Giant Spirit King" and 

"Zhanchen King" who were just about to teleport away were all shocked. 

   "King Zhanchen, I can't use teleport anymore." The voice of the Giant Spirit King was panicked. 

   "You..." There was a trace of madness in the silver-white eyes of the Void Zerg clone, "You can't 

escape!" 

"brush!" 

   The Void Zerg clone flickered, and it had appeared behind the Barbarian Spear King. 

   "What burst speed is this?" The Barbarian Spear King hurriedly turned around and shot. 

"when!" 

   The moment the two sides fought, they separated again. 

   Savage Spear King roared: "The Hunter King, I don't want to continue fighting with you, don't force 

me!" 

   "I am the limit of the king, if you force me, don't blame me for being polite!" 

   The Gun King's eyes are also a little crazy. 

  The strongest players above Fengwang Peak almost always have their own cards, and the Gunner 

King is no exception. 

   If it's really urgent, I don't know who will kill you. 

  In the distance, King Zhanchen and King Giant Spirit turned into two streamers and fled separately. 

   But this guy, the Gunman Spear King, flew in their direction before, making them very close at this 

time. 

  The closest to the two is naturally King Zhanchen. 

   King Zhanchen cursed secretly in his heart, while looking forward to it, if only the Barbarian Spear 

King and the Hunter King died together. 

  The Hunter King is his life and death enemy, and the Barbaric Spear King was offended by him this 

time. It would benefit him the most if both sides died, and maybe he would be able to pick up the 

bargain in the end. 

   It seems that he heard the words of King Zhanchen, the Hunter King was unmoved by the threat of 

the Barbarian Spear King, his figure flashed, and he rushed up again. 

   "The Hunter King!" The Barbarian Spear King was also angry, and a powerful aura erupted from his 

body, causing the space to be shaken and disturbed. 



   In the face of such a terrible enemy, life and death are at stake, and the Gun King dare not keep it. 

   Savage Spear King burns God's body! 

   "The Hunter King, you forced me to die!" Madness appeared in the Wild Gun King's eyes. 

   An oval spar about the size of an egg appeared on the chest of the King Gunner. There were traces 

of **** firefly flowing in the spar, exuding the breath of ancient vicissitudes. 

   "This is..." The King Zhanchen and the Giant Spirit King, who were paying attention to the situation 

while escaping in the distance, were surprised. 

   "It's terrible, what is that!" 

"boom!" 

   The crystal shattered, and the Barbarian Spear King opened a mouth, and the blood-colored 

fireflies were swallowed in. The incredible energy contained in the palpitation was suddenly absorbed 

by the Barbarian Spear King. Afterwards, the Barbaric Gun King's skin instantly turned red, and his 

muscles swelled up as if he was inflated. A mysterious **** secret pattern appeared on the surface of 

his body, and the Barbaric Gun King's breath suddenly became as silent and terrifying as an abyss. 

"Ah!" 

  The blood of the savage gun king suddenly soared! 

   Boom! 

   The terrifying aura rose to the sky, and the powerful energy aura directly made the surrounding 

space tremble. 

   "I was nine dead in the past, and finally got this treasure from the Goremogu Land, but now you 

are forced to use it!" Brutal Spear King's eyes were faintly flashing with blood and thunder, and he 

became mad. "The Hunter King, you must die today!" 

   "The blood **** destroys the world!" 

   The savage Spear King rushed over in an instant, at an amazing speed, and stabbed a shot that far 

exceeded the limit of the king. 

   "Too much nonsense!" The Void Zerg clone turned into a winding streamer, and rushed towards 

the Barbarian Spear King. 

"die!" 

   "Boom!" 

   The two collided instantly! Before the impact, neither the Scarlet Gun nor Wang Yi's war knife 

caused any other fluctuations. It was obviously an incomparable condensation of energy, but the 

moment of contact— 

At the point where the gun tip and the blade impact, a dazzling sun is born. The terrible high 

temperature generated by the impact alone will distort the surrounding space. The shock wave 



generated by the extremely powerful collision of energy will first of all instantly destroy the surrounding 

space of tens of thousands of kilometers. ! 

   Void Zerg clone, now it has reached 7 million times the peak power of the master! 

   And the "Savage Spear King" itself is the limit of the king, and the strength has reached the 

pinnacle of the world master a million times! Coupled with the burning of the divine body and the 

mysterious crystal energy, the power has risen more than ten times! 

  The impact caused by the collision of the forces of both sides has exceeded ten million times the 

level of the pinnacle of the world master! 

   And the two sides in the center of the battlefield, at the same time bear this terrible impact force. 

   "Peng!" 

   Streaming light flew, and from the fragments of the broken space, the **** guns suddenly 

appeared, shook the war knife, and stabbed the Void Zerg clone Purgatory God armor with one shot. 

   "Swipe!" The Void Zerg clone twisted unbelievably, flashed through the blow, flashed one after 

another, and appeared behind him again. 

   Then, in the incredible eyes of the Barbarian Spear King, he slashed to his back. 

   "How could you block it!" The Gun King was shocked. 

   The blow he used just now used a 3% sacred body and precious **** magic crystals, and his power 

exploded. Even if the peak of the king was sealed, he could kill it with one blow! 

   But the avatar of the Void Zerg was actually blocked unscathed, and in the frontal collision, it 

seemed that it was only slightly downwind. 

   The Barbaric Spear King didn’t feel that the “God Hunting King” on the opposite side had any signs 

of burning his body and weakening his breath. 

   The Gun King felt a chill in his heart. 

   What monster opponent is this. 

He didn't even know that the "Imperial Armor" worn by the Void Zerg clone could weaken more than 

90% of the impact. In addition, the Void Zerg clone's body strength reached 7 million times the peak of 

the realm master. It was extremely powerful and weakened by 90%. The impact is naturally easily 

tolerated, and even if it is injured, it can be recovered instantly. 

   When the Barbarian Spear King was terrified, the Void Zerg clone had already been killed like a 

ghost. 

  The beautiful and moving sword light reappears! 

"when!" 

   Savage Spear King tried his best to resist. At this moment, his power surpassed the Void Zerg clone, 

but he was in a rush and embarrassed by the Void Zerg clone's weird and powerful body and speed. 



   The distorted movement trajectory, the phantom real body appeared faster than the other, and it 

was extremely flexible, making the Barbaric Spear King almost crazy. 

  唰! Huh! Huh! Void Zerg clones flickered again and again, appearing everywhere, using that cold 

**** saber to attack the ultimate powerhouse "Savage Spear King". 

   In my mind, the clone of Void Zerg was also immersed in the wonderful artistic conception of 

sword technique. 

   After creating the pinnacle secret weapon secret method, Wang Yi has also been studying the 

melee sword technique to create the pinnacle secret method level, but he has been stuck in a 

bottleneck. 

  The bottleneck is very mysterious. Sometimes it is just immersed in research and thinking for 

hundreds of thousands of years. 

  Occasionally, a bright light flashes, but it has achieved something. 

   And now Wang Yi is fusing his years of insights and experience, accumulating his knowledge, and 

transforming it into a higher level of sword technique. 

   The eyes of the Void Zerg clone suddenly lit up! 

"brush!" 

   He appeared behind the Barbarian Spear King with a flicker, and slashed it down. 

   "Years and a knife!" 

  Man Spear King tried to block it, but found that the knife seemed to come from a certain time and 

space level. He could clearly see it, but couldn't touch it. 

   Time has been disrupted, this sword is ghostly and mysterious, as if it came from the previous 

moment and appeared in the next moment. 

   The perfect line of defense that was originally impervious to the savage Spear King was flawed and 

blocked. 

   "Puff!" 

   The bright light of the knife smashed into the **** of the Barbarian Spear King, tore his armor, and 

pierced into his body. The "Fermore Venom" on the knife began to take effect, violently eroding the 

**** of the Barbarian Spear King. 

   Savage Spear King immediately eliminated this part of the corroded divine body instantly. 

   But the second cut and the third fell again. 

  Ming Wu appeared in the eyes of the Gun King. He knew that he could not stop the Hunter King's 

knife and was doomed to death. 

   "The Hunter King, this enemy is more terrifying than I thought!" 



   "Haha, I didn't expect that I have been crowned king for hundreds of millions of years by Selei, but 

today I will fall here." 

   "...My friends, my teachers, and disciples, I hope that I will be resurrected, and I hope to see you 

again." 

   The Gun King watched the beautiful sword light falling down, which made the soul intoxicated. At 

this moment, he was so powerless. 

   噗嗤! 

   Savage Spear King, fall! 

   Out-of-territory battlefield For many years, it usually takes a long time for the king to fall one or 

two, but today, two kings peak and one king limit have fallen one after another! 

   Seeing this scene in the distance, King Zhanchen and King Giant Spirit were all cold. 

   The mechanical clan doesn't feel cold, but the heart of King Zhanchen is cold. 

   "That's how the Barbarian Spear King has fallen? The Barbarian Spear King is the limit for the king. 

In the outer battlefield, almost no one can kill him." 

   "He was actually killed by the Hunting God King? Does the Hunting God King possess invincible 

power?" King Zhan Chen was really frightened. 

   escape! 

   Fleeing crazy! 

   In a space with a radius of 100 million kilometers, there are looming void sacrificial patterns all 

over the place. It is where these void sacrificial patterns are scattered, and the spatial fluctuations stop 

completely. 

   also made the "Giant Spirit King" unable to teleport, and took King Zhanchen away, and he was 

now running away separately from King Zhanchen. 

   Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone glanced at the "Giant Spirit King", and then chased in the direction of 

"Zhanchen King". 

   "The King of War Chen" is the limit of the king, let the Void Zerg clones deal with it faster. 

   The Giant Spirit King was also relieved when he saw the "God Hunting King" chasing after the "King 

Zhanchen". 

   began to sigh. 

   The peak of two kings, and the limit of one king! 

   A battle fell! 

   It is the "God of Hunting King" who has just arrived on the battlefield outside the territory that 

caused all this! 



"The Hunting King is so hidden. Everyone thinks he is the pinnacle of the king. Who knows that he has 

the ability to kill the king! It's terrible. Such a terrifying powerhouse, even if there are not many outside 

battlefields, right? , I Kuru unexpectedly had the opportunity to see the rise of this super power with my 

own eyes!" The Giant Spirit King was full of enthusiasm. U U Reading www.uukanshu.com 

   Out-of-territory battlefields, there are countless strong men, and there are always some strong 

men who stand at the top and are almost invincible. 

   Like the "South Punishment" of the Zerg. 

   Like the "Seven Swords King" of human beings. 

   Like the "Xuan Tomb King" of the demon clan! 

   Wait, they are all characters close to the king of invincibility! 

"King Zhanchen, unfortunately, he actually got into such a terrible opponent. His good days in the outer 

battlefield are over." The Giant Spirit King sighed, "I just don't know if the Hunter King is a hidden king of 

humans, or Of other ethnic groups." 

   The Giant Spirit King hadn't finished sighing, he suddenly noticed that a stream of light rushed over 

before and after suddenly. 

In the streamer in front of   , there is a huge dark red behemoth, spreading its golden sacred wings, 

covering the sky and obscuring the sun. Those eyes are like burning hot lakes, full of desire to destroy 

everything. 

   Behind, there is a beautiful and huge bird monster. In the monster phantom, a human with long 

black hair and dark red armor stepped on a stone plate and quickly flew over, and under the dark red 

visor showed a pair of black eyes like cold stars. 

   The murderous intent that swayed between the heaven and the earth, as the two powerhouses 

approached and enveloped the Giant Spirit King! 

   The burly body of the Giant Spirit King stiffened slightly. 

   "Lord of the Flame Star Realm? King Insect King?" 

Chapter 340: Enslavement of the "King of War" 

  Wang Yi's human deity and Yan Xing giant beast clone have long been lurking around the 

battlefield, in order to wipe out targets such as "War King". 

   "The King of Insects! Lord of the Flame Star Realm! What do you want to do?" 

   The Giant Spirit King saw the two strong men from the human camp come out together as if 

premeditated, and he suddenly felt a bad premonition. 

   Isn't all this the calculation of the "God of Hunting"? 

   The "Savage Spear King" they fell too unjustly. 

   "Giant Spirit King, since you are here today, then stay here!" The Yan Xing giant roared deafeningly. 
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   "You are a small world master-level flame star beast, and dare to speak out!" The Giant Spirit King 

was furious. 

   Actually, he didn't dare to stop and entangle with the giant flame star beasts and the strong 

humans, otherwise, when the terrifying "God of Hunting" came back, this place would really be his 

burial place today. 

   He wanted to leave quickly, but how could Wang Yi be as he wished. 

   "咻!" 

   "咻!" 

   "咻!" 

   Three streamers, one gold, one yellow, and one red, shuttle quickly across the horizon. 

   And the Giant Spirit King discovered unfavorably that the Flame Star Giant Beast and the humans 

were flying faster than him. 

  He is the pinnacle of the king! However, the rumored strength of the Yanxing Realm Lord and the 

Human Royal Insect King seems to be the high-ranking king. Looking at this speed, is the spread wrong, 

or they, like the "Hunting King", hide their strength? 

   The Giant Spirit King never dreamed that "The Hunter King", "The Lord of the Flame Star Realm", 

and "The King of Insects" were all the same person. 

   On the other side, the Void Zerg clone is also chasing "King Zhanchen", and it is much faster than 

Wang Yi's human body and Yanxing Giant Beast's body. 

   Every time the wings flap, they flash out ghostly in a special frequency, hundreds of thousands of 

kilometers away at a time. 

   At this speed, King Zhanchen was overtaken without escaping far. 

   "No way..." King Zhan Chen gritted his teeth. 

   "God of Hunting!" 

   An anger resounded across the horizon. 

King Zhan Chen has two more silver crystals with a faint purple halo in his hand. These two silver crystals 

are spherical at first glance, but in fact they have 10081 facets, and the secret pattern of the law of time 

is fixed on them. , Every silver crystal contains incredible energy that makes one's heart palpitating. 

   "Look at what this is? Do you have to be with me?" King Zhan Chen said angrily. 

   There was no way to fight Chen Wang, so he took out the hole cards at the bottom of the box. 

   "It is the strongest source crystal of Thor!" Wang Yi narrowed his eyes and immediately recognized 

it. 



   This source crystal is made by the machine clan and is the most common. Even if you don't buy it, 

Wang Yi can still recognize the source crystals of all levels at a glance. 

   The strongest Thor Source Crystal is worth hundreds of billions of blue units! Two are 200 billion 

blue units! 

  While King Zhanchen, as the king of the mechanical clan, naturally does not need such a high price 

to purchase, but it also consumes most of the wealth accumulated over his endless years! 

   This strongest source crystal is equivalent to 10 times the power of Fengwang Peak’s self-

destruction! Even there is a certain probability that the limit of the king will fall! 

   Two? The limit of the king is likely to fall! 

  Wang Yi sneered and said, "It's Yuanjing again...want to threaten me, do you have only this kind of 

means left by the machine race?" 

   Wang Yi's eyes were cold. "I can tell you, no matter what, you are dead today." 

"The Hunter King, you are too domineering!" King Zhanchen said angrily, "You can kill the Barbarian 

Spear King, but under the strongest Thunder God Source Crystal explosion, it doesn't mean you can be 

intact, even if you don't die in the end, Will get hurt too, do you think it's worth it?" 

  The stronger the immortal spirit, the more difficult it will be to restore the body if the body is lost. 

   is like the limit burning of 1% immortal divine body of the king, which is far more than the 10% 

divine body of the ordinary king, and there is a big gap in essence. 

   Divine body is lost, soul is also lost. This kind of loss is slowly repaired by long years, and second is 

the help of some special treasures in the universe. Those treasures are extremely precious, and they are 

willing to use it. 

   So generally speaking, there are few immortal kings who are willing to risk their divine body injury 

and fight with others. It is not worth it. 

   "You can try." Wang Yi quickly approached. 

   The mechanical metal face of King Zhanchen is extremely ugly. 

   is even more anxious. 

   "This Hunter King is really crazy, doesn't he know how terrifying the power of my two Thor Source 

Crystals?" 

   These are the two strongest source crystals of Thor. Even if the king is in the central area of the 

explosion, there is more than 50% probability that it will fall! 

   King Zhanchen wanted to use the two strongest Thunder God source crystals to let the Hunter King 

retreat, but unfortunately... The Hunter King did not do what he wanted. 



   No matter how anxious and fearful the "King Zhanchen" is in his heart, Wang Yi doesn't care at all. 

Let's not say whether he is blocked by the "Emperor Armor" and whether the explosive power can kill 

him. 

   Even if the Void Zerg clone is really dead, it is only a world master-level clone, which can be 

conceived at any time. 

   In this case, Wang Yi certainly has no scruples. 

   And "King Zhanchen" was almost driven crazy. 

"Zhanchen King" is very clear about the strength of the Barbarian Spear King. In close combat, he is not 

as good as the Barbarian Spear King. Many battles rely on the "Mechanical Empire" and various 

mechanical weapons, so he dare not get close to the "Hunter King". Distance to fight. 

   "What should I do? What should I do? The Hunter King insists on chasing me, do I have to detonate 

the two strongest Thunder God Origin Crystals?" King Zhan Chen was very conflicted. 

  Call allies? It's too late, and with the strength of the Hunter King, who is his opponent? 

   At the speed of the Hunter King, he will soon be overtaken. 

"Although I have the divine power token that my master gave me, it is absolutely forbidden to intervene 

at the cosmic venerable level in the outer battlefield. Even if my master, I dare not send the kingdom of 

God to save me now." King Zhan Chen understood that he might be afraid today. It's really bad luck. 

   He couldn't help but start to regret why he had to avenge his younger brother. 

   Like him, the limit of kingship can theoretically be resurrected in the distant future, but that will 

cost a great price. 

   But the important thing is that with his death, all the treasures on his body will be lost, and he will 

lose hundreds of millions of years of accumulated wealth at once, which is hard for him to bear. 

   "God of Hunting!" 

   The tone of King Zhanchen was a bit sad and indignant. 

   He is too difficult. 

   He has a dignified kingship limit, when was he forced to such an embarrassing situation? 

   But let him turn around and fight the "God Hunting King" desperately, he didn't dare. Seeing the 

end of the Barbarian Spear King, he already knew that it was no different from sending him to death. 

"brush!" 

   A purple-gold figure appeared beside him, and at the same time a dazzling knife light slashed like 

lightning. 

   "The Hunter King! I will definitely not let you go, you will remember it!" 

   King Zhanchen finally couldn't bear it! 



   Boom! 

   The two strongest Thor source crystals detonated! 

Rumble, rumbling... The turbulent flow of space debris instantly shattered into unbreakable particles in 

front of the super energy explosion, and the tens of thousands of kilometers in the center instantly 

turned into a stream of particles, the endless light that ruined the world, white The radiant light that 

made the eyes unable to open enveloped the two people at close range. 

   And "King Zhan Chen" faced the two strongest Thunder God Source Crystals exploding at close 

range. It was within the range of the strongest explosion. Naturally, it was completely shattered in an 

instant, and part of his immortal body was completely annihilated! The divine body lost more than 50%! 

And Wang Yi quickly backed away at the moment of the explosion, but no matter how fast, the instant 

burst speed was not as fast as the explosion. In the face of a terrible impact, he was weakened by more 

than 90% after the imperial armor defense, even if it was a tenth. , But also a blow that exceeds the 

normal limit of the king's strongest! 

   However, the body of the avatar of the Void Zerg Race is 7 million times the peak of the world lord, 

far beyond the limit of the king, except for some physical injuries, but it has not died. 

  The severely injured part also quickly recovered under the energy of repair. 

  In a certain way, the clone of the Void Zerg is also regarded as an immortal body. As long as there is 

a cell molecule or the core of life, it can be perfectly revived in an instant! 

   As soon as he recovered, the clone of the Void Zerg race rushed towards the blazing white spot. 

  At this time, King Zhanchen, who had exhausted all means and finally survived the explosion, was 

full of anger and unwillingness. 

   His divine body lost more than 65% in the explosion just now! 

  The strength is less than one-tenth of the previous one, it is extremely miserable! 

   And all this is because of the "God Hunting King"! 

   When King Zhanchen was madly cursing the "God Hunting King" while he was recovering his divine 

body, a purple-gold streamer cut through the pale world, and instantly came to him. A huge sharp war 

knife was exposed and pierced into his divine body. 

   The greatly weakened "King Zhanchen" had no time to resist. Before the divine body was 

condensed, he was stabbed in by the sudden attack of "King of Hunting". 

   "Uh..." King Zhan Chen looked at the tall figure like a devil in front of him in disbelief, why didn't he 

have anything to do? 

The Femore venom on the special sword instantly began to crazily erode King Zhanchen’s divine body. 

The drama of Femore’s venom might erode the normal immortal physique of the ultimate powerhouse. 

It’s more troublesome, but now King Zhanchen’s divine body has not been shattered. Condensed, the 



soul also loses as much as 65%, the strength is not as good as before, and the rate of erosion is much 

faster. 

   In just an instant, the divine body eroded 86%! 

   "Soul Abyss!" Wang Yi did not give King Zhanchen a chance to blew himself up. He was determined 

to kill him to a deep sleep and enslave him! 

   The siege of the mechanical empire and the "Hanfang Extinction" of "Zhanchen King" made him a 

little tempted. 

   A king's limit, or a mechanical clan's king, is already qualified to be his servant. 

   Either it is the Zerg mother emperor who breaks through the immortality and is invincible under 

the Lord, or it can be. 

   The vast soul power directly attacked the consciousness of the extremely weak "King Zhan Chen" 

who had little resistance, and directly blasted the consciousness of "King Zhan Chen"! 

   "Puff!" 

   Wang Yi swung a knife and stabbed the "King Zhanchen" divine body again. He was very careful. 

This time, "King Zhanchen" lost 91% of the divine body. 

   Lost 90%, has fallen into a deep sleep, and even lost consciousness. In the long sleep, it may be 

slowly repaired, or it may be slowly and continuously worn down until it falls. In short, there is no 

resistance at this time! 

   Wang Yi was also very careful, making two quick cuts, just because he was worried that "King 

Zhanchen" was accidentally killed by an overdose of "Fimo Venom". 

   The remaining 10% of the divine body must fall asleep, but according to the will of the strong, 

some divine bodies will fall asleep with 15% and 16% remaining, while the Zhanchen king only loses 9%, 

and naturally fall 100% into a deep sleep. 

   King Zhanchen's eyes were dim, and his consciousness instantly dissipated. Although the divine 

body was still instinctively condensed into its original shape, it could not be maintained. Before it fell 

from the sky, it was taken into the world ring by Wang Yi. 

   "Successful." Getting a sleeping king ultimate powerhouse means that he is about to have another 

king ultimate servant. Although he has to spend a lot of wealth to buy soul-restoring treasures to restore 

him, it is still worth it. 

   On the other side, the "flaming star giant beast clone" and the "human body" united to 

successfully kill the "giant spirit king"! 

   At this point, the five powerful kings of the mechanical clan have fallen! 

   Two of them are the limit of the kings, and the three are the peaks of the kings! 

   The military system immediately monitored this situation and reported the situation immediately, 

attracting the attention of the super-existence of the mechanical clan camp in the outer battlefield. 



   "What? King Zhanchen, King of Barbarians, the limit of our two kings has fallen? The last monitored 

battle location is Yanji Continent?" 

   The super beings of the mechanical clan camp are naturally paying attention to this matter. 

  Feng Wang is not a Chinese cabbage, it is accumulated over hundreds of millions of years by the 

ethnic group, let alone five kings, each of whom is above the peak of the king! 

   fell together, enough to attract a lot of attention. 

   In fact, "King Zhanchen" was only seriously wounded and fell asleep, but being killed to sleep and 

falling into the hands of the enemy is no different from falling. 

   Wang Yi began to clean up the battlefield, collect the spoils, and then left here. 

  …… 

  Wang Yi's World Ring One side of the world, on the endless prairie, lies a divine body exuding 

endless coercion. 

   Although he has fallen into a deep sleep, the coercion that permeates invisibly is like a sleeping 

dragon, but it is still terrifying. 

   "Huh!" 

   The Void Zerg clone of the Purple Armor appeared on the grassland, standing in front of the "King 

Zhanchen", looking down at him, with a smile on his face. 

It is very rare for    to be killed to a deep sleep. 

   "The King of War Chen" is also very unlucky. It happened to be eroded by the "Fimo Venom" to 

only 9% of the divine body, and instantly his consciousness fell into a deep sleep, and he couldn't even 

blew himself up. 

   His consciousness was attacked and suppressed by Wang Yi's soul at that time. As long as there 

was a trace of consciousness, it would not be impossible to blew himself up. 

   "From today, you will be my servant of Wang Yi." Wang Yi looked at King Zhanchen of the 

mechanical race in front of him, and directly launched the "Slave God Forbidden Code." 

  The slave **** forbidden code, Wang Yi has already cultivated to the seventh level. Apart from the 

lack of a deep understanding of the soul secret method, in essence, it can be said that the application of 

the slave secret method is more than enough. 

   While the consciousness of "King Zhanchen" was already asleep, he naturally couldn't resist, and 

was soon enslaved. 

   "Okay, it's a success." Wang Yi looked at the mechanical clan king in front of him with a smile, and 

habitually touched his chin. 

   "The next step is to buy treasures for my servant to wake up consciousness and restore soul 

strength. I hope the price will not be too exaggerated." 



   And the immortality of the king is normal, the divine body can only reach the peak of the world 

master at most 100,000 times. Unless the genetic level is changed, the amplitude secret method and 

some special methods can only be used to break this limit. 

   The dizzy King Zhan Chen naturally released those amplitudes, and the divine body recovered to 

almost the level of the peak of the king, even if it was stronger than the ordinary peak of the king, it 

would naturally be much easier to recover than the limit of the king. 

   Divine body is the foundation of everything, any means of augmentation, the ultimate increase is 

the power of the divine body. 

  Feng Wang Pinnacle can actually become the Master of the Universe~www.mtlnovel.com~ The key 

is to comprehend the laws of complete time or space. Once the Master of the Universe breaks through, 

the divine body will be increased by 100 times, reaching 10 million times the power of the Master of the 

Universe. 

   But this is only the weakest Universe Venerable in theory, almost non-existent, after all, some 

treasures will be found to raise the genetic level. 

   Normally, the venerable can reach 10 times the genetic level, which means that the ordinary 

cosmic venerable are 100 million times the power of the realm master. 

   According to the rules of the primitive universe, before the Lord of the Universe, unless there is a 

special life, the genetic level of ordinary life is 100 times the limit, which means that the Master of the 

Universe is at most 1 billion times the power of the Lord of the Realm. 

   This is also the reason why many heaven-defying special beings can match or even defeat many 

cosmic lords in immortality. 

Wang Yi’s current wealth is actually limited. Even if he has just killed five powerful kings, the combined 

wealth is only a little more than 140 billion, and the two kings of "Zhanchen King" and "Savage Spear 

King" account for their ultimate wealth. most. 

  Zhanchen King’s divine body lost 91%, just to restore his divine body, I am afraid the wealth needed 

is an astonishing number! 

   If Wang Yi is good at soul enslavement, it doesn't need to be so troublesome. Unfortunately, he 

has always been relatively slow in the study of soul secrets, and he is far inferior to understanding the 

laws and practicing secrets. 

   After killing the opponent to a deep sleep, either can only give up and wait for the recovery slowly, 

or can only spend a huge price to quickly recover with treasures. 

 


